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Abstract

As the field of robotics advances, more robots are
employed in our everyday environment. Thus, the im-
plementation of robots that can actively engage in phys-
ical collaboration and naturally interact with humans is
of high importance. In order to achieve this goal, it is
necessary to study human interaction and social cog-
nition and how these aspects can be implemented in
robotic agents.

The theory of social sensorimotor contingencies hy-
pothesises that many aspects of human-human interac-
tion depend on low-level signalling and mutual predic-
tion. In this thesis, I give an extensive account of these
underlying mechanisms and how research in human-
robot interaction has incorporated this knowledge. I
integrate this work in human-human and human-robot
interaction into a coherent framework of social senso-
rimotor contingencies. Furthermore, I devise a gener-
ative model based on low-level latent features that al-
lows inferences about other agent’s behaviour. With
this simulation experiment I demonstrate that embod-
ied cognition can explain behaviour that is usually in-
terpreted with help of high-level belief and mental state
inferences. In conclusion, the implementation of these
low-level processes in robots creates a more natural and
intuitive interaction without the need of high-level rep-
resentations.



Referat
Sociala sensorimotoriska funktioner

Allt eftersom forskningen i robotik fortskrider, används
allt fler robotar i vår vardagsmiljö. Således är imple-
mentationen av robotar som kan aktivt interagera med
människor på ett naturligt sätt av stor betydelse. För
att uppnå detta mål är det nödvändigt att vi studera
mänsklig interaktion och social kognition och hur dessa
koncept kan implementeras i robotar.

Teorin om sociala sensorimotoriska funktioner läg-
ger fram hypotesen att mänsklig interaktion byggs på
undermedvetna signaler som skickas mellan deltagar-
na. I detta examensarbete ger jag en omfattande re-
dogörelse av dessa underliggande mekanismer och hur
forskningen inom människa-robot interaktion har inte-
grerat dessa koncept. Vidare sammanfattar jag forsk-
ningen igenom människa-människa och människa-robot
interaktion i en enhetlig bild av sociala sensomotoriska
funktioner. Dessutom utvecklar jag en generativ modell
baserad på låg-nivå och latenta signaler för att dra slut-
satser om andra agentens beteende. Med detta experi-
ment visar jag att kroppslig och situerad kognition kan
förklara beteenden som vanligtvis tolkas med hjälp av
slutsatser om den andres tankar och intentioner. Sam-
manfattningsvis kan inplementationen av sociala sen-
sorimotoriska funktioner i robotar resulterar i en mer
naturlig och intuitiv interaktion med människor utan
behov av hög nivå representationer.
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Glossary

List of Abbreviations

Acronym Definition

AI Artificial Intelligence
CRP Chinese Restaurant Process
HHI Human-Human Interaction
HMM Hidden Markov Model
HRI Human-Robot Interaction
M1 Primary Motor Cortex
PM Premotor Cortex
POMDP Partially Observable Markov Decision Process
PSR Predictive State Representation
SMC Sensorimotor Contingencies
socSMC Social Sensorimotor Contingencies
V1 Primary Visual Cortex
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Mathematical notation

Symbol Definition

Linear Algebra, Sets and Identities
x A column vector in Rn with elements x = (x1, x2, ...xn)
X A matrix in Rn,m with elements X = [x1,x2, ...xm]
xT or XT T stands for the transpose of a vector x or a matrix X
[1, ...n] An interval over elements discretely increasing from 1 to

n
[1, n] An interval over elements continuously increasing from 1

to n
{x}1:t A temporal sequence over the elements xi for i ∈ [1, ...t]
{1, ...K} A set over the elements ranging from 1 to K
a, b, c, λ Scalar values in R
A,B,X, Y,Θ Variables and random variables representing quantities

defined in the text
f(X) Function f of variable X

Dynamical Systems
θA, θB Phase angle of oscillator A and B
φ Relative phase angle φ = θA − θB
∆ω Inherent difference between frequencies of two oscillators
X◦ X degree with X ∈ [0, 360]
sin(φ) A sinusoid with phase angle φ

Probability Theory and Statistics
∼ Distributed as
∝ Proportional to
P,Q,R Probability mass functions defined on a probability space

(Ω,A, X), where X ∈ {P,Q,R}, Ω is a sample space and
A is a σ-algebra.

p, q, r Probability density functions of P,Q and R with P (x) =∫ x
−∞ p(y)∂y (equivalent for Q and R)

P (X|Y ) Conditional probability distribution of random variable X
given random variable Y

N (µ, σ) Normal distribution with mean µ ∈ R and variance σ ∈
R+ (only positive)

N (µ,Σ) Multivariate normal distribution with mean vector µ ∈ Rn
and a positive semi-definite covariance matrix Σ ∈ Rn,n

h ∈ H Hypothesis h lying on a hypothesis space H
c1, ..., cn classes ci with i ∈ [1, ...n]
DKL Kullback-Leibler divergence between P and Q with den-

sities p and q defined as DKL(Q,P ) =
∫
X q(x)log( q(x)

p(x))∂x
on space X

EQP (x) Expected value of probability distribution P with respect
to probability distribution Q. If P and Q are continuous,
this is defined as

∫
X p(x)q(x)∂x over space X .
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Mathematical notation

Symbol Definition

State Spaces and Active Inference
a ∈ A Action a from a finite set of actions A
s ∈ S State s from a finite set of actions S
o ∈ O Observation o from a finite set of observations O
w ∈W World state w from a finite set of world states W
u ∈ U Control state u from a finite set of control states U
π Policy π ∈ {1, ..K} that can take values between 1 and K
F Free energy defined as the sum of energy and entropy in

a variational approximation
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Biologically inspired Computer Science

The field of artificial intelligence (AI) aims at not less than creating an artificial
system that is intelligent. All intelligence, we as humans are aware of, is of bio-
logical nature. Thus, the term artificial does in this context mean non-natural
and possibly non-biological. The term intelligence on the other hand is less well-
defined. While computers nowadays are able to process enormous amounts of
data and the internet gives the possibility to access information within millisec-
onds, we have grown so accustomed to these services that we do not perceive
them as intelligent. Problems within computer science, such as computer vision
and natural language processing, once believed to be signs of artificial intel-
ligence, are now part of our everyday life. The fact that a smart phone can
detect faces and indicates these with a small box would have amazed us just a
few decades ago. Today, we do not perceive these features as an indication of
intelligence.

All our knowledge about what an intelligent system should be able to master
is drawn from our own experience. We, as humans, know what our own cognitive
abilities are and define intelligence in relation to this knowledge. Therefore, it is
of advantage to study the human mind and its biological basis when aiming at
creating human-like intelligence.

Artificial neural networks - an example

Biologically inspired algorithms and techniques have been a part of computer
science since the beginning of the last century. Let us for instance examine ar-
tificial neural networks. While the human mind is among the few examples of
intelligence, neurons and neural networks belong to the most advanced comput-
ing systems in nature. The idea to imitate the underlying dynamics and coupling
in between neuron-like entities dates back to the early 1940ies [109]. A neuron
has up to thousands of incoming and outgoing connections. It accumulates the
incoming charge over time and fires an action potential if a certain threshold is
reached, see Fig. 1.1 b) for the potential curve of a neuron.

An artificial neuron imitates this integrative behaviour. This computational
entity is computing a weighted sum over an input vector, either the input signal
or the activity of other neurons. An activation function, e.g. a sigmoid function,
is then used to determine whether the input exceeds a threshold and elicits a
response of the neuron in form of an output signal. For an illustration of this
concept see Fig. 1.1 a). Artificial neurons have early on been combined into
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Figure 1.1: a) An artificial neuron is a function taking the elements of an input vector
x = (x1, x2, ..., xn) ∈ Rn and returning an output of 0 or 1. The inputs are weighted
with a weight vector w = (w1, w2, ..., wn) ∈ Rn and summed up. If this value is larger
than a specific threshold, the output is 1, otherwise it is 0. b) The action potential
of a neuron, motivating the artificial neuron. Incoming charge from other neurons is
accumulated. If this charge reaches a certain threshold, an action potential is generated
and the neuron fires, i.e. it sends a signal to other neurons. c) A convolutional neural
network adopted from [50]. Layers of neurons are combined in a hierarchical mapping
that enables complex computations.

networks with several layers to enable e.g. hand-written character recognition
[100]. Recent advances in the area of deep learning and convolutional networks
have let to a drastic decrease of error rates and outstanding learning perfor-
mances [99]. Inspired by activity in the visual cortex of the brain, convolutional
networks rely on local feature extraction and sparse connectivity between units.
The term convolution refers to the fact that the input data is repeatedly convo-
luted with linear filters resulting in abstract feature representations which enable
high learning performances. Such a convolutional network is depicted in Fig. 1.1
c).

Creating a robotic mind

The successes within the area of deep learning illustrate the importance of
studying existing intelligent systems in order to create an artificial equivalent.
Especially within the field of robotics the study of human cognition can lead
to a better understanding and implementation of embodied intelligent systems
that can adaptively interact with their environment. During the 1990ies the
idea of embodied intelligence entered the robotics community and started to
compete with classical approaches to AI [132]. The embodied approach argues
that complex behaviour, such as swarm intelligence, can arise due to action-
perception-effect loops without the need of advanced cognitive representations.

While embodied robotics is largely biological-oriented, it concentrates mostly
on phenomena found in the animal world and less so on human cognition. How-
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ever, in order to create robots that can safely operate and interact in a human
environment, we need to consider the human mind. Social intelligence goes be-
yond classical AI challenges such as planning and problem solving. While the
physical environment can be observed and valid relationships between events
can be learned, an interacting mind bears a large number of hidden motivations
and variables that cannot be sampled by sensors. Therefore, it is of importance
for computer science to understand how humans interact under these uncertain
conditions. This is a step from concepts of data-dependent machine learning and
control systems towards embodied communication through constant sensorimo-
tor signalling.

In this thesis, I will examine the underlying principles of human-human inter-
action (HHI) and review how these concepts relate to human-robot interaction
(HRI). The main hypothesis is that high-level social cognition can be explained
on the basis of embodied intelligence. This view reduces the problem of human-
robot interaction from complex representations of others’ minds to the learning
of action-effect contingencies. A more natural interaction between humans and
robots would transform the robotic agent from a merely reactive into an active
interaction partner and open new possibilities for HRI in our everyday environ-
ment.

The next section dives into the origin of human cognition in an embodied
context. Most low-level processes in the brain are governed by predictive mech-
anisms and statistical pattern recognition.

1.2 The Predictive Brain and Social Cognition

“Engage people with what they expect; it is what they are able to discern and
confirms their projections. It settles them into predictable patterns of response,
occupying their minds while you wait for the extraordinary moment - that which

they cannot anticipate.”
Sun Tzu, The Art of War

Statistics of the natural world

Cognition, on all hierarchical levels, builds on the foundation of prediction.
Advanced reasoning and planning require predictions about future events, taking
into account the uncertainty, inherent to the world. The adaptivity and plasticity
of the brain gives us the ability to efficiently learn the statistics of the world,
providing us with a flexible foundation of cognition. Research in neuroscience
has revealed that the activity of individual neurons is highly correlated with the
presence of their preferred stimulus. The range of the stimuli that elicits spiking
activity in the brain is referenced to as its receptive field. Brain areas differ
in general in the type of preferred stimuli, from low-level sensory and motor
channels to high-level mechanisms such as object recognition or action planning.
As an example, basic visual stimuli, such as the direction of a bar, produce
responses in the primary visual cortex (V1). In Fig. 1.2 a), the receptive fields
of three neurons in V1 are illustrated. The direction Θ of a bar elicits a certain
firing rate f(Θ) in each of the neurons, centred around the preferred stimulus.
In general, this pattern can be approximated by a Gaussian curve with the mean
and variance determined by the range of excitation. Combining the activity of
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Figure 1.2: Neural responses to different stimuli. The firing rate of these neurons de-
pends on the presence of a preferred stimulus. With this pattern recognition mechanism,
populations of neurons can encode continuous stimuli and generate coherent responses
over time. a) The firing rate profiles of three neurons in the primary visual cortex,
elicited by different orientations of a bar. b) The firing rate profiles of three neurons
in the primary motor cortex, elicited by different directions of movement. c) The firing
rate profile of a neuron in the premotor cortex, elicited by the execution and observation
of an action.

a population of such neurons gives rise to a continuous representation of the
underlying stimulus as at any point a subgroup of neurons will respond to a
given signal [9]. Similarly, the primary motor cortex (M1) encodes low-level
motor commands of the limps. see Fig 1.2 b). Instead of the direction of an
external stimulus, these neurons can e.g. represent the direction of an arm
movement, one preferring a reach to the left, another reaching to the right [60].

Statistics of actions and effects

Using these statistical presentations of the environment and one’s own ac-
tions, correlations between actions and the subsequent perceptual change are
learned and predictions about future events can be made. While grasping for
an object, its surface structure can be predicted based on visual input. Upon
contact, tactile feedback might signal that the object surface is slippery, not
matching the estimate of needed pressure to keep it stable during lifting. The
mismatch between the predicted and perceived sensory change can be used to ad-
just the action optimally. These brain mechanisms are learned by continuously
interacting with one’s environment, providing us with embodied intelligence.
Physical laws give rise to certain regularities which allow successful adaptive
learning.
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Statistics of social interaction

Less well understood is how abstract behaviour such as social cognition can
evolve on the basis of similar biological processes. How are infants able to im-
itate facial expressions without consciously knowing how activity of their facial
muscles shapes their expression in the eye of an observer? How are we able
to predict others’ actions, both on the micro-level of motor commands and the
macro-level of action generation? Most humans understand what others are at-
tending to effortlessly, what their emotional state is and what they will do next.
How are we able to learn these statistics without direct access to the mental state
of our interaction partners? One biological explanation are neurons found e.g.
in the premotor cortex (PM). These so-called mirror neurons [137] are believed
to elicit responses both when the observer is performing an action, e.g. reaching
for a bottle, and when he or she observes another agent performing a similar
action, see Fig 1.2 c). This representation of the action itself, irrespective of the
actor, has been proposed to be involved in action recognition and could enable
the observer to predict future actions. Whether high-level interactions, e.g. col-
laboratively working towards a joint goal, build on this constant monitoring of
the interaction partner has not been established. Still, the embodied approach
towards social cognition builds on a solid foundation of research, presented in
subsequent sections of this thesis.

The need of statistics in human-robot interaction

The theory of embodied intelligence provides computational models that
move away from finite-state representations of the world and towards emer-
gent behaviour embedded in the environment. Utilizing this power, research in
robotics has shifted focus from the former to the later methodology [132]. Action
selection policies, based on learned statistics about perceptual changes brought
about by self-generated actions, reduce the need for predefined world models. A
next step in this direction is to integrate a human interaction partner into this
framework to enable natural human-robot interaction. According to the findings
in behavioural research with humans, the robotic agent needs to incorporate its
co-actors action possibilities into the embodied system such as to predict future
states and to actively engage in interaction scenarios. In addition, the robot
itself has to be predictable for the human partner to avoid collisions, facilitate
fluent interaction and convert the robot from a tool into an accepted partner.

In the following, I will introduce the main concept which I will investigate in
this thesis - social sensorimotor contingencies - how embodied intelligence can
give rise to inter-agent coupling and higher social cognition.

1.2.1 Sensorimotor Contingencies

Even the most trivial, everyday task for a human to perform, such as grasping
and lifting an object, requires intricate computations and estimations in order to
be successful. Uncertainty both within the agents system and the environment
itself create the constant need for filtering and approximation. Wolpert et. al.
[53], identify the causes of this high level of uncertainty as follows. First of all, the
noise level in the human nervous system, both in sensory and motor channels, is
of varying intensity and in general rather high. As depicted in Fig. 1.3, the image
we consciously perceive (to the left) is highly influenced by top-down cognitive
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Figure 1.3: Foveal vision gives rise to a distorted and blurred image (right) which
top-down processes transform into the final scene (left) we consciously perceive.
Link to images: http://bicycleastronomy.com/2012/03/01/seeing-not-perceiving/

processes and attention in order to make sense of the actually perceived image
(to the right). The uncertainty about the current state of the world is increased
due to the fact that only partial information about the world is available at
every point in time. Ambiguity arises due to the mapping from a 3D world onto
a 2D retina. Additionally, the continuous time-domain is discretised when our
senses sample the environment. In the behavioural domain, redundancy makes
the choice of the optimal action non-trivial. Reaching towards an object can be
achieved with an infinite number of muscle configurations, many of which might
imply a collision with other items or agents. Furthermore, the nervous system
struggles with time delays ranging between 10-150 ms. Thus, an optimal action
initiated based on sensory input generated 100 ms ago might not be optimal
in the present. At last, both the nervous system and the world exhibit non-
stationary and non-linear behaviour, complicating any computational approach.
How is the brain able to defy these problems seemingly effortless? How can it
integrate sensory input and motor output so efficiently that we can continuously
interact with our environment?

Embodied perception and intelligence

One prominent theory that answers these questions are sensorimotor contin-
gencies (SMC) [122]. The idea behind SMCs is that perception and action are
constantly interacting and jointly giving rise to feelings and consciousness. The
theory of SMCs argues against the formation of internal state models in the mind
representing the environment. Instead, it suggests that perception arises through
an active interplay between the agent and its environment. Only through the
process of e.g. actively exploring, moving and interacting with its surroundings
the agent can make sense of the current state of the world. For example, seeing
and understanding a visual scene is highly enhanced by constant saccades of the
pupils and small head movements. Such interactive exploration of the visual
field can give rise to low-level components such as depth and velocity perception
and high-level components such as object recognition [171].

This approach to the very basic characteristics of an intelligent agent, sensing
and acting, has several advantages. From a computational perspective, it is
beneficial to not build and rely on an internal model of the world but to use
the external environment directly through active sampling [108]. Furthermore,
problems and challenges such as uncertainty and redundancy as described above
can be overcome or at least hold at bay. Multi-sensory integration coupled with
active exploration can reduce the uncertainty over the current state of the world.
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If visually scrutinizing an object does not reveal its identity, touching and lifting
it will help to clarify this issue. In fact, the theory of enactivism proposes that
a rational agent chooses actions which maximize the information gain about the
current state [57].

Given continuous sensory feedback, the redundancy of muscle configurations
can be confined to an optimal policy. For example, given all objects in the
workspace, the optimal grasping trajectory is the one maximizing the distance
between the hand and irrelevant objects, while guaranteeing a stable grip around
the target object and simultaneously minimizing energy consumption. These
constraints can only be verified by visual and proprioceptive feedback such that
the movement can be adjusted accordingly. Using sensory feedback and body-
internal signals, such as the efference copy, mappings between motor behaviour
and its effect can be learned. Given these learned mappings from sensory input
to performed action, future states of the system can be predicted and movements
be planned.

Thus, the process of learning can counteract time-delays, non-stationarity
and non-linearity in the system and provide a reliable basis for perception [174].
Furthermore, physical relations and laws as well as object affordances can easily
be identified using SMCs and integrated into the system. Pushing a ball on a
table will require only little muscle activation and result in the ball rolling, while
the attempt of pushing a heavy stone will require more force and energy from the
agents’ side due to high inertia. In both cases, the laws of gravity will interact
with the objects, when they cross the border of the table and drag them towards
the ground. Such action-effect mappings, or sensorimotor contingencies, can only
be learned by continuous interaction with and observation of the environment.

Up to this point, we have only considered the human, or agent, in interaction
with an inanimate environment. What does happen when we include more
agents, acting independently and unpredictably? Objects will always fall due
to gravity but intelligent agents will not always follow the same, predictable
laws. Can the theory of SMCs be extended to include even social interactions?
Does evidence for such processes in human interaction exist? What are the
underlying mechanisms and how can these concepts be implemented in robots
to enable them to interact not only with the environment but also with humans?
In this thesis, I will attempt to answer these questions and try to give a unifying
account of social sensorimotor contingencies (socSMCs) in both humans and
robots.

1.2.2 Social sensorimotor contingencies

Social sensorimotor contingencies build on the idea that social cognition origi-
nates from a coupling of sensory and motor processes in the brains of the inter-
action partners. Many cognitive processes rely on a coupling of different brain
areas to generate complex interactions. To this end, neural subgroups are en-
trained by other populations to produce organized firing patterns. The theory
of socSMCs proposes that such a coupling can arise even between two agents.
Through sensory and motor channels, non-verbal communication emerges auto-
matically, even during seemingly inattentive, independent movement generation.
This coupling can be viewed in a hierarchical manner of three levels. As depicted
in Fig. 1.4, these level are denoted by ”Check SMCs”, ”Synch SMCs” and ”Unite
SMCs”.

Check SMCs imply a unidirectional coupling in which an agent perceives the
actions of one or more agents and predicts their future actions. As an example,
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the perceiving agent could observe two agents waving at each other. Based on
the respective frequencies and prospective synchronization between the observed
agents, predictions about their arm positions at the next time step can be made.

Synch SMCs take the coupling one step further by allowing for a mutual
coupling between two agents. Assuming that the level of Check SMCs has been
accomplished, the agent can engage in the activity it has previously observed and
learned to predict. More importantly, a bidirectional coupling can give rise to
cooperative behaviours such as joint attention, turn-taking, and working towards
shared action goals.

Unite SMCs involves group-related, multi-directional coupling. Group be-
haviour such as shared mental states, a feeling of togetherness or group habits
can emerge in this setting.

At any of these levels, the socSMCs theory proposes that social behaviour
is grounded in SMCs without requiring complex representations, such as the
theory of mind. Instead of having to mentalise the internal state of a co-actor
and track high-level beliefs, the communication via sensorimotor channels can
be engaged to predict and interact. Thus, the computations that would allow
a robot to interlock with a human partner in a similar manner do not need to
represent folk psychological concepts but incorporate the statistics of SMCs in
a social context.

1.3 Ethical considerations
Two of the ethical questions highly associated with research in computer science
and AI are whether we should aim at replacing humans by machines and if we
succeed in this, what are the implications of such advances? Although we might
not have to fear robots to take over the world, the technological invasion in our
everyday life is not negligible. Research within HRI has two main directions.
The first question is how we can build a cognitive agent that can autonomously
interact with humans. Secondly, issues such as human safety and subjective and
emotional perception are investigated and robotic design is highly user-oriented.
Thus, the ethical considerations are mainly concerned with how advances in this
area effect society as a whole and less so the individual person.

We can not neglect that technology has changed the job-market significantly

Figure 1.4: The three concepts
of social sensorimotor contingen-
cies. Check SMCs involve unidirec-
tional coupling between one agent
and another, Synch SMCs involve
bidirectional coupling between two
agents and Unite SMCs involve multi-
directional coupling between more
than two agents.
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as many positions can be replaced by computational machines. If we succeed
to design robots that are able to interact with a human on a eye-to-eye basis,
we increase this shift towards technology. This does not necessarily have to be
negative per se. Due to advances in medicine and living standards, the average
age of the population in the western world increases steadily. This implies that
the ratio of young to old people is highly shifted towards the later part. Many
countries face a large deficit in health care personal that can take care of elderly
and sick people. Here, robots could help to overcome these deficits. Nevertheless,
we need to be aware of that a machine will not replace human compassion and
degree of understanding. Therefore, I see the main application of robots in health
care more in an assisting role, e.g. helping to carry or walking.

In any case, the work presented in this thesis aims at a better understanding
of HHI and HRI in order to improve the interaction and provide more natural
channels of communication. We cannot stop advances in technology but we can
attempt to direct the research by taking its implications into account.

1.4 Outline
In this thesis, I will investigate the hypothesis that social cognition rests upon
sensorimotor coupling between agents - social sensorimotor contingencies.

Survey of research in HHI and HRI - Chapter 2 and 3
First, I will review empirical work studying human-human interaction in Sec.
2.1 and follow up by theoretical approaches towards these findings in Sec. 2.2. If
this socSMC theory holds true, the implementation of these concepts in a robotic
agent should facilitate human-robot interaction. Therefore, I will review work
within HRI aiming specifically at an embodied perspective and active coopera-
tion. To this end, Sec. 3.1 describes how socSMCs can be learned autonomously
by the robotic framework. Sec. 3.2 gives an account of active collaboration
between humans and robots. The final part of the review consist of Sec. 3.3,
describing the evaluation of HRI experiments with the human in focus.

socSMCs: a coherent framework - Chapter 4
Based on the findings of the previous sections, the last part of this thesis aims at
bringing the two research areas, human-centred and robot-centred, together and
derive a coherent picture. In Sec. 4.1 I will explore how to present conceptual
and computational approaches towards socSMCs which can be implemented in
a robotic framework. Additionally, Sec. 4.2 will give an account of how to test
these concepts in real-world HRI scenarios.

Experiment - Chapter 5
Some of these concepts will be cast into a computational model in Ch. 5, which
emphasizes the importance of sensorimotor signals opposed to high-level repre-
sentations in interaction. The model demonstrates how mental state inferences,
mainly explained by high-level reasoning about others’ beliefs and intentions,
can be accounted for by low-level socSMCs and basic executive functions.

Final remarks - Chapter 6
Finally, I will discuss the implications of a SMC based approach towards social
cognition in Sec. 6.1 and conclude with final remarks in Sec. 6.2.
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Part I

From Human-Human to
Human-Robot Interaction
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Chapter 2

Interaction and Collaboration in
Humans

The complexity of inter-human relations surpasses any social system evolved in
any animal species on this planet. Ranging from simple conversations at the
breakfast table to the internet uniting billions of people into a gigantic social
network, it is considered a fundamental part of being human to interact with
other individuals. The drive to interact is an inherent instinct. Infants engage
gradually but automatically in social activities such as joint attention, empathy
and perspective taking [115].

The obvious tool for communication is language that has been studied exten-
sively in the fields of neuroscience and psychology. But many of the more subtle
ways of interaction, such as gestures and inferring others’ intentions, have only
recently started to receive more attention.

Such non-verbal interactions can be divided into two main categories, emer-
gent and planned coordination [90], see upper row in Fig. 2.1. Emergent co-
ordination describes the phenomena of subconscious coupling between two or
more agents. Without paying attention to it, humans tend to synchronize, for
example their body swing, and unconsciously mimic gestures of a conversational
partner. In planned coordination on the other hand, the agents are driven by a
common goal that can be achieved by collaboration and joint or complementary
actions. For this, the perspective of other agents has to be taken into account
in order to be able to generate a joint action space and to predict the next state
of the system.

Both these types of non-verbal communication and coordination can be ex-
plained and analysed in the context of sensorimotor signals and embodied cog-
nition. Mainly, two theories have been proposed to approach the problem in
sensorimotor terms, the dynamical system theory and the concept of action-
perception mapping, depicted in the middle row of Fig. 2.1.

The dynamical system theory is based on the notion of self-organization and
suggests that sensorimotor perception in a social context arises from interper-
sonal coordination in time. Viewing the agents as dynamical systems, it claims
that coordination is governed by the coupling of oscillators resulting in entrain-
ment, synchrony and the interplay of action and perception within and between
agents.

In contrast, the theory of action-perception mapping proposes a higher level
architecture for perception. Here, observed actions of other agents are under-
stood by internal simulation of the action in terms of the observers body con-
figurations. This means that similar brain mechanisms are involved in action
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Figure 2.1: A taxonomy over human-human interaction, combining phenomena, theo-
retical accounts and computational approaches. Two main directions are apparent. On
the one hand, emergent coordination is explained by dynamical systems theory and on
the other hand planned coordination is associated with action-perception mapping and
Bayesian methodology.

perception and action generation. Internal models of the generated actions can
then be used to predict future states and encourage coordinated joint actions
with common goals.

A final theory that is less prominent in psychological research but consid-
ered by neuroscientific and computational communities is a Bayesian approach
to social interaction. Both the mathematical approach towards the dynamical
systems theory and the Bayesian idea are visualised in the bottom row of Fig.
2.1. The Bayesian idea proposes that, due to the high level of uncertainty in
sensorimotor channels, any kind of information has to be treated in a probabilis-
tic manner. As prior knowledge or experience can guide the system to a correct
solution, this state of belief is included into the model itself. Consequently, both
input and output information streams as well as hypotheses about the state
of the system are cast into a probabilistic framework. The advantage of this
approach is that, given the action history and sensory data, these models can
be both discriminative, deciding what the state of the world is, and generative,
generating a Bayes optimal action.

2.1 Phenomena in Joint Action
After the short introduction above it becomes apparent that the research within
the field of embodied social interaction spreads into many sub-fields and theories
that need to be examined in detail. In the following, I will review the research on
both emergent (Sec. 2.1.1) and planned coordination (Sec. 2.1.2). Then, I will
put these phenomena into the light of the theories of dynamical systems (Sec.
2.2.1) and action-perception mapping (Sec. 2.2.2). Finally, I will introduce the
framework that might be able to combine sensorimotor learning and social coor-
dination under one computational appraoch, Bayesian statistics and generative
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models (Sec. 2.2.3).
As a tool of guidance, the relationships between the different phenomena

and approaches are presented in Fig. 2.1. The initial discussion will focus on
emergent coordination, depicted in the middle of the first row of this taxonomy.

2.1.1 Emergent Coordination

One of the most stunning phenomena in nature is the emergence of synchrony
and self-organization [159]. In terms of dynamical systems theory, the phases of
two or more coupled oscillators are aligning over time and a coherent pattern
is emerging, see Fig. 2.2. The laws of self-organization govern occurrences
arising in all of the natural sciences ranging from physics to biology. In 1665
the Dutch mathematician Christiaan Huygens made a peculiar observation [19].
Two pendulum clocks attached to a common wall synchronized the swing of their
pendula either in-phase with 0◦or anti-phase with 180◦difference. Whenever any
of the two clocks was randomly disturbed, they returned to a synchronous swing
within an hour. Due to tiny vibrations transported through the wall, the two
oscillators connected and aligned their phases over time.

This physical connection is not a necessary prerequisite for self-organization
to occur. In biological systems, a mere sensory signal is sufficient to result in
synchronized behaviour from a single couple of oscillators to large-scale systems.
As an example, fireflies tend to synchronize the rhythm of their flashes so that
hundreds of insects fire in unison [71]. The synchrony emerges due to a coupling
of the perception of others’ light signals and the internal flashing mechanism.
The perceived light signal results in a positive or negative phase-shift of the
internal oscillator depending on the timing of the two oscillators which facilitates
synchronization.

Emergent human-human coordination

A self-organized system, such as the flashing fireflies, is fully automatic and
not under the control of the individual agents. Likewise, emergent synchro-
nization can be found in inter-human behaviour. Caused by the subconscious
nature of this process, humans tend to synchronize or coordinate their behaviour
non-intentionally even in the context of no interaction.

One well-known example of involuntary motor coordination between individ-
uals is yawning. Both seeing and hearing another person yawning can trigger
a yawning reflex [134]. Similarly, mimicry, both facial and in body language, is

Figure 2.2: The emerging synchronization of two couple oscillators is depicted in the
time domain. The phase of one oscillator is influenced by the state of the other oscillator
such that they align after a small number of cycles. The mutual influence is determined
by the individual dynamics of the two systems. In this representation both oscillators
have the same frequency and can couple more easily. If the differences in phase and
frequency are too extreme, no coupling will occur.
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an unconscious process underlying face-to-face conversations. Humans will au-
tomatically imitate the facial expressions or body postures of their conversation
partner [33]. Most of the time, these processes go unnoticed. A phenomenon we
are even less aware of is the synchronization of body swing during conversation
[152]. These postural dynamics seem to depend less on the availability of visual
cues but more on auditory cues provided in the speech pattern.

Synchronization becomes more apparent when investigating entrainment of
cyclic movements. One example is gait synchronization of two humans during
natural walking. The phase-locking in this case is governed by the sensorimo-
tor coupling between audible and haptic information and the internal dynamics
underlying walking patterns [181]. Visual input on the other hand is essential
for coordination in predefined tasks. Two subjects sitting in rocking chairs will
intentionally and unintentionally synchronize even when the natural frequen-
cies of the rocking chairs differ [136]. While the intentional coordination can
be brought about based on both focal or peripheral information, unintentional
synchrony emerges only when the subjects are directly facing each other.

Considering this amount of evidence for emergent coordination, two questions
come to mind. Firstly, which factors influence the dynamics of the coordination
and secondly, what purpose do these subconscious processes serve? Let us ex-
amine these questions in turn.

Entrainment

Social interaction is embedded in a complex network of unpredictable fac-
tors. From the state of mind of all agents over the noise contained in sensory
and motor signals to the uncontrollable physics of the environment - all of these
influences can have an impact on the emergence and the maintenance of synchro-
nized movements. Both the perception of sensory cues such as auditory signals
and even more so spatial proximity affect the formation of coordinated behaviour
[176]. Thus, entrainment depends not only on physical signals but also on in-
ternal processes that are sensitive to social cues and task configurations such
as the spatial proximity of an interaction partner. This claim is supported by
the fact that interpersonal coordination is enhanced by active attention [136].
Because of this vulnerable framework, synchrony does not always arise and is
often not maintained for longer time periods. In most cases, entrainment can be
observed as in-phase or anti-phase alignment, see Fig. 2.3 a) and b). Anti-phase
coupling is a more unstable phenomenon that vanishes at higher frequencies,
while in-phase entrainment is maintained more easily [147]. Furthermore, the
difference of natural frequencies of the swing at question, e.g. a rocking chair
or a pendulum, does impact the amount of synchronization. The larger this
difference is the less likely is the emergence of synchronous behaviour [5].

Emergent shared attention

In any social setting, the consensus about the object of interest is vital in
order to avoid misunderstandings and to allow successful communication and
cooperation. Within the first month of their lives infants learn to engage in
joint attention and to make sense of gestures and intentions of others. The de-
velopmental process begins with the automatic triggering of attention towards
biological meaningful motion. Later on, attention-guided movements such as
gaze- and head-shifting are correlated with goal-directed behaviour. Through
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this, the infant starts to follow the signals send by an interaction partner and
to initiate interactions itself [115]. This development is believed to be impor-
tant for all aspects of social cognition ranging from language acquisition to the
conceptualization of others beliefs and desires.

Effects of emergent coordination

Although self-organization can occur spontaneously even with inanimate ob-
jects there exists evidence that unconscious coordination, mimicry and entrain-
ment, have an impact on the social interaction process. It has been shown
that coordinated behaviour such as mimicry and synchronization influence both
cognitive abilities and emotional attachment. Among others, subconscious coor-
dination stimulates memory, learning and the quantity and direction of attention
[33, 84]. As an example, in-phase synchrony of movements during a conversation
facilitates the memory of utterances and facial expressions that occurred during
the interaction [104].

On a more emotional account, subjects often report more liking or a larger
feeling of connectedness to their interaction partner after the emergence of co-
ordination [107]. These positive attitudes might be caused by the perceptual
fluency of the movements and the harmonic aspects of the coordination. Hu-
mans tend to imitate or mimic people who they like or feel a bond to (e.g.
because they belong to the same social group). In contrast, imitation by in-
dividuals who do not belong to the group is perceived as a negative account.
Thus, the coordination of movements promotes a feeling of group membership
[165]. The more similar we are in the way we act, speak and think, the larger
is the feeling of togetherness. Additionally, coordination such as synchronous
movements increases the willingness to cooperate [172].

All in all, subtle, non-verbal signs of communication are vital in the compli-
cated social networks formed by humans. Even more so, we highly rely on our
ability to actively cooperate and engage in joint actions. Here, higher cognitive
processes such as planning and problem solving in a joint setting are required. In
the next section, I will review research within the area of planned coordination
and joint action with a common goal.

2.1.2 Planned Coordination

The previous discussion was centred around emergent coordination on a subcon-
scious level. However, human interaction goes far beyond emerging coordination.
Planned coordination, the second phenomenon in joint action, as shown in the
first row to the right in Fig. 2.1, is most prevalent in our social world.

Seemingly without mental efforts we can engage in joint actions such as
moving heavy objects, setting the table or playing football. This joint setting
requires cognitive abilities that differ from the requirements for mere interaction
with inanimate objects. While the mindset of our interaction partners is hidden
to us we must still be able to take into account their mental states, beliefs, desires
and goals as well as their perceptual perspective and action space. Furthermore,
we are required to predict and anticipate the actions of others in terms of what
they will do, when they will act and where they will move within time limits
ranging from milliseconds to months and years.

In order for these high-level cognitive processes to function we require an un-
derstanding of joint attention, joint intentions, joint task representations, mental
state attribution and prediction of future actions within the joint setting. During
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the last decades, the interest in joint and social cognition in humans has grown.
Most research focuses on small sub-problems and phenomena and a coherent
understanding of the social mind is yet to be established.

In the following, I will review work concerned with planned coordination in
SMC terms and try to identify the building blocks that constitute these com-
plex interaction patterns. These cover joint attention, joint task representation,
mutual prediction in time and space as well as intention and belief inference.

Joint attention

Shared attention is on the border between emergent coordination, as it e.g.
arises automatically in a parent-infant relationship, and planned coordination,
as directed attention facilitates communication.

It has been shown that joint attention, especially when self-initialized, in-
creases awareness and memory [88]. Consequently, the joint setting seems to
facilitate and enhance both biological and computational processes which sug-
gests that joint attention is one fundamental building block of social cognition
and human interaction.

During active engagement, mutual gaze controls the conversation flow, re-
sulting in turn-taking behaviour. As the gazing signal can be employed both to
direct attention to a salient stimulus and to give feedback regarding the agents
own attentional state, our eyes alone contribute substantially to planned coor-
dination [68].

Joint task representation

Given that a state of shared attention is established humans can engage in
joint action by constructing a joint task representation. In this context, the indi-
vidual or shared goal has to be achieved in a joint setting which means that the
individual task representation needs to be based on a common ground. Shared
representations are vital for planned coordination as they are the foundation
of joint goal-directed behaviour. When a common action and goal are defined,
the co-actors’ actions become more predictable. Through every action the task
setting and affordances present in the world might change. Thus, a shared rep-
resentation of the task is an aid to choose complementary and not contrary and
inhibitory actions [91].

Evidence for this joint representation in humans has been found in several
studies. Even when two interaction partners are assigned separate tasks, both
tasks seem to influence the reactions of the individuals [151]. This influence
depends on the spatial proximity between the subjects such that it vanishes
when the distance between them is too large [69].

The need of a joint action representation becomes apparent when both part-
ners work towards the same goal. In this case, inhibitory processes are required
in order to adapt the behaviour to the partners reactions. Moreover, the errors
of the interaction partner are tracked and influence the individual action control.
Accumulating errors made by one unstable partner can provoke the adoption of
a leader role in the second individual [49].

While these different effects of a joint task representation have been identified,
it is unclear how the actual integration of the all components is taking place
and what computational processes underlie this system. It requires not only
a constant monitoring of actions and errors but a representation of the joint
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action repertoire over time and space. To this end, possible events need to be
predicted by their timing, location and the intention behind them such that a
fluent interaction is possible. How these mechanisms influence human-human
interaction is presented below.

Prediction in time

A goal-directed action plan can be divided into different time scales. On a
high-level the overall subparts of the action plan need to be aligned in a con-
secutive order over longer time periods while low-level features such as detailed
muscle and body coordination are defined on a second to microsecond scale.

For a precise prediction of timing, the familiarity of the kinematics underlying
the action plays an important role. In general, humans are better at predicting
the outcome of self-generated actions than those produced by others [83]. Like-
wise, the more expertise within a certain action domain, e.g. a certain sport
activity, an individual has, the higher is the accuracy of prediction within this
domain that has to be expected [2]. Thus, both the accuracy of a joint task
representation and an understanding of the kinematic repertoire impact the pre-
diction accuracy. Additionally, sensory feedback informing about the actions
taken by the co-actor is necessary for an alignment of actions to take place [92].
Altogether, predicting the timing of others actions is highly embedded in the
background of SMCs.

Prediction in space

Planned coordination in a real-world setting does not only depend on precise
timing but also on spatial collaboration. Spatial coding is believed to rely on
neurons with different reference frames and preferred directions. These reference
frames are encoded relative to a specific reference centre, for example eye-centred,
face-centred or arm-centred. The neurons signal when a stimulus appears in
their preferred direction or location with respect to this reference frame. This
encoding occurs both body-centred, egocentric, and world-centred, allocentric
[131].

The question arises how humans can have an understanding of others egocen-
tric action space. The brain must infer what a co-actor perceives and where he or
she can reach. This implies a process of perspective taking and affordance map-
ping [36]. Indeed it has been shown that affordances influence humans regardless
whether an object is reachable for themselves or others [35]. Thus, action un-
derstanding and prediction in space might be based on a shared action space in
terms of affordances and less so in terms of explicit spatial transformations.

Intention inference

Only when a common ground has been established planned coordination can
take place. After an alignment of the task representation and the shared action
space the development of a shared intention is needed to achieve a common
goal. Intention inference in joint action is mostly associated with the intention
to reach a goal and less with more abstract intentions such as “the intention
to hurt someones feelings”. Since the intention to reach a certain goal is most
often internal and not visible to others, the implicit meaning of actions must
be inferred based on the context and the observed behaviour of the interaction
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partner.
In any complementary action setting, such as cooking or playing a game

together, the intention behind single movements needs to be understood in order
to avoid action collisions. Due to the lack of access to others’ thoughts, the
inference of intention is based on the interpretation of kinematic cues [17]. In a
social context, the kinematics of movements change such that speed or variability
is reduced and movements become more expressive and are more precise and
accurate [144, 166]. By this, actors emphasize the intention behind an action
and enhance predictability.

Belief inference

On the very top of social cognition stands the ability to attribute mental
states and the theory of mind. Similar to intentions, mental states, influenced
by beliefs and past knowledge, are hidden to the observer. But in contrast to the
former, mental states are less easily expressed in kinematic terms and therefore
harder to infer. Representations of others’ beliefs can be accounted for with so
called false-belief tests [173]. Subjects observe an actor placing an object at one
location and leave the scene whereupon another actor hides the object at another
location. When the first actor returns, the subject is asked where the actor will
look for the object. Thus, the observer needs to infer the false belief of the first
actor and disregard all knowledge about the real location. Instead of including
one’s own sensorimotor system, the observer has to ignore his or her knowledge
and concentrate on what others have perceived and can possibly know.

This so called mind-reading has been explained by the theory-theory and
the simulation-theory respectively [42]. While the theory-theory postulates that
humans have theoretical concepts such as folk-psychology and apply these to
the behaviour of others, the simulation-theory says that humans use internal
motor models in order to simulate and infer the state of others. Since only the
simulation-theory is in accordance with the concepts of embodied agents, the
theory-theory will be neglected in this context.

Before I discuss the theory of action simulation in more detail, I will re-
view the basic and mathematical ideas of dynamical systems applied to human
interaction.

2.2 Theories of Embodied Interaction

Both emergent and planned coordination, as presented in the previous sections,
have been cast into numerous explanatory frameworks. The most distinguishable
approaches are the dynamical system theory, mostly concerned with emergent
coordination, and action-perception mapping which aims at the higher level,
planned coordination. These two theories build the middle ground in the taxon-
omy in Fig. 2.1, constituting a bridge between experimental results and compu-
tational models of social cognition. In the following, I will begin by discussing the
dynamical system theory and intertwine this discussion with the computational
models associated with this approach.

2.2.1 Dynamical System Theory

Imagine yourself being invited to a dinner party by a friend. During the mingling
he meets an old school friend of his and wants to introduce the two of you. First,
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Figure 2.3: a) In-phase oscillators, b) Anti-phase oscillators, c) Phase portrait of the
Haken-Kelso-Bunz model depicting the stability of the equilibria. The black dots rep-
resent stable states. At any point of time the system will converge to one of the stable
points depending on the initial condition. Unless an external disturbance is introduced
the system will stay in that stable state.

he shouts your name. As soon as you look up and start searching for him in the
crowd he raises a hand and waves at you in order to catch your attention. After
you reached the two of them he introduces you to his friend. Both you and this
friend smile, shake hands and greet each other politely.

Such a scenario is highly governed by dynamical and rhythmic body move-
ments which facilitate communication beyond pure verbal signals. When humans
wave at each other or shake hands their body movements become aligned, at-
tention is focused on the interaction partner and the feeling of togetherness is
strengthened. What gives rise to the automatic entrainment of movements and
facial expressions? As introduced in Sec. 2.1.1 entrainment and synchrony are
universal phenomena that can be observed in all niches of the physical world.
These observations caused the development of mathematical theories formalizing
and modelling synchrony and coupling in terms of dynamical systems and chaos
theory [159].

Synchrony in the brain

Even the brain has been cast into this mathematical framework. A neuron
can be viewed as a dynamical system that integrates over the input of connected
neurons until it undergoes a bifurcation and a spike is generated [77]. When
neurons are connected in a larger network, coupling, entrainment and oscilla-
tions can arise. These have been related to different cognitive processes as e.g.
memory consolidation, attention and spatial orientation [30]. Since "cells that
fire together, wire together", [146], associative memory and other cognitive activ-
ities are supported by synchronous and oscillatory signalling patterns. Instead
of simultaneous signalling, however, the preceding phrase should be interpreted
with a causal notion. If one neuron fires and elicits a response in a receiving
neuron, their connection is strengthened.

These mechanisms could account for why humans tend to synchronize their
movements with visual or auditory cues. When the neural signals induced by
visually perceived movements of a conversation partner coincide with the gener-
ation of internal motion signals, the neural activity in different brain regions is
stimulated simultaneously and could result in an entrainment of the two different
brain circuits. In terms of sensorimotor contingencies, a coupling of perceived
and generated motion takes place that enables synchronized movements.
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The Haken-Kelso-Bunz model

On a higher level of explanation, interacting humans themselves can be
viewed as a dynamical system. One model that is capable to explain many
biological and psychological phenomena is the Haken-Kelso-Bunz model (HKB
model) [70]. In a dyadic setting of oscillatory behaviour, let θA and θB be the
phase angles of the motion created by person A and person B respectively. Then
the relative phase of the angles is φ = θA − θB. The HKB model describes the
evolution of φ at time t as

φ̇ = ∆ω − asin(kφ)− 2bsin(k2φ) +√czt. (2.1)

Here, ∆ω describes the inherent difference between the uncoupled frequencies
of A and B and zt is Gaussian noise, zt ∼ N (0, 1) with strength of scalar c.
The entrainment is governed by asin(kφ)− 2bsin(2kφ) where the scalars a and
b determine whether the stable state occurs at φ = 0°, in-phase, or at φ = 180°,
anti-phase [85, 148].

As discussed in Sec. 2.1.1, the entrainment between interaction partners is
more stable for in-phase than for anti-phase coupling. With a suitable choice of
the parameters a and b these stability regulations can be modelled as sketched
in Fig. 2.3 c). The black dots represent the phases φ at which the system is
stable. Since φ = 0° is a larger attractor than φ = 180°, the system is more
prone to stay in this state instead of undergoing a phase transition into uncou-
pled movements. By choosing a matching parameter setting, emergent human-
human synchronization can be modelled and studied. Furthermore, formulating
the intrinsic properties of the dynamical interactions between humans in math-
ematical terms can give new insights into the process and will be important in
HRI when humans are supposed to accept robots and machines as partners.

Nevertheless, the dynamical systems theory cannot explain interaction pro-
cesses at a higher level. Joint actions seem far more complicated than two
coupled oscillators. This large drawback of the dynamical system theory might
be caused by the fact that the mathematical framework is not full understood
yet [159]. In addition, other explanations of social interaction that go beyond
subconscious entrainment are possible. As our behaviour is highly dependent
on processes in the brain even social sensorimotor contingencies should be found
there. This possibility is discussed in the next section.

2.2.2 Action - Perception Mapping and Action Simulation

Next to the dynamical systems approach as presented above, the theory of action-
perception mapping and action simulation has grown to be a popular approach
to HHI, see middle row in Fig. 2.1. Below I will review the biological and
theoretical basis of action-perception mapping while the computational accounts
of this theory, Bayesian approaches to social cognition will be presented in the
subsequent section.

The theory of action-perception mapping is based on the idea that generat-
ing, imagining and perceiving actions share a common encoding in the human
brain. Thus, the same brain regions are responsible for both movement execution
and involved in action recognition when observing another human performing the
same action [80]. Due to the resemblance of simulating a goal-directed movement
without executing it directly, this process is also called action simulation. When
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interacting with another individual the simulation can be used for action under-
standing and real-time prediction of the movements to come. By using one’s own
internal forward models for movement execution in the simulation, the future
kinematics of the co-actor can be inferred. All together, action-perception map-
ping hypothesizes that humans recognize or understand the actions of others by
employing their own embodiment [167].

Mirror neurons

Biological evidence for the existence of action simulation in the brain are
so called mirror neurons. First detected in monkeys, these neurons are known
to be active both during action execution and action observation [137]. The
original discovery were single cells in the premotor cortex of Macaque monkeys
that discharged for example both when an experimenter reached for a fruit and
when the animal performed the same movement [40]. As single cell recordings
in humans are rare, the existence of mirror neurons in humans has been estab-
lished only recently [114]. Additionally, with the help of different non-invasive,
electrophysiological methods, brain activity similar to the behaviour of single
mirror neurons has been recorded in certain motor related brain areas [137].

Both visual and auditory stimuli related to an action can elicit a response. As
long as an action is in the kinematic repertoire of the subject the brain resonates
the observed action in terms of its own action ensemble. Thus, this physiolog-
ical sensorimotor phenomenon can account for the theory of action-perception
mapping. Although the mirror system has been suggested to account for many
higher cognitive functions, ranging from language acquisition to intention infer-
ence, no clear evidence for these proposals has been found. With a more subtle
view on the matter, it can be assumed that the mirror system is mainly involved
in action understanding and prediction which can be a building block of higher
functions but is by no means the main cause [128, 167].

Goal-directed action simulation

While the activity of mirror neurons in monkeys seems to be restricted to
object-directed movements the human mirror system reacts even to other as-
pects such as posture, kinematics and timing. Still, the role of object-directed
actions, especially the notion of affordances, modulates the cognitive processes
underlying action perception [10]. Usually, reaction times of subjects are longer
when the direction of a requested movement is incongruent with the direction of
a moving stimulus. Bach et al. [10] found that this effect is less profound if the
participant observes a reaching movement near an object with a grasp that does
not match the objects size compared to an appropriate grasp. Thus, when ob-
ject and movement match, a goal-directed behaviour is inferred by the observer
which interferes with the actual task performance. However, if the action and
affordance are incompatible this interference is not present.

Furthermore, facing a task, humans judge the affordances of objects and
possible action space of other actors in order to decide whether to engage in
individual or joint action. Asked to lift planks with different length scales a pair
of participants switches from lifting individually to a joint action depending on
the joint arm span of the duo [135]. This implies that the person with a larger
arm span refrains from lifting a larger plank alone in order to include the partner
into the action.
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In conclusion, the action simulation mechanisms are primed towards object-
directed actions and seem to take the limitations of co-actors into account. These
properties facilitate goal inference and thus action prediction which are vital for
a successful interaction.

Joint task representation

Not only the environment and the objects therein modulate the action-
perception mapping but also the social constellation and task distribution have
an impact on the process. Mirroring brain activity has been shown to be en-
hanced when the observed actor is an interaction partner compared to a inde-
pendent individual [95]. A similar modulation has been reported outside the
context of a current interaction but only if observer and actor had interacted in
the past [94]. The same study showed anticipatory brain activity in a joint action
setting when the former interaction partner initiated the action. Altogether, the
social context of the interaction can influence the subconscious processing of a
partners action space.

Timing in joint action

Dedicating the same brain resources to action understanding and generation
could be a problem in a complementary action setting. When the processes of
action and perception fuse together it becomes a challenge to distinguish the two.
On the one hand, this might be one of the triggering mechanisms of subconscious
mimicry and imitation. On the other hand, a fluent interaction with distinct and
complementary or counter-effective movements might be impeded. Sartori et al.
[145] showed that this is not necessarily the case. Instead, they suggest that the
mirror system does not only simulate the exact movement but also equivalent
or complementary actions which permits a faster generation of an appropriate
action in the joint setting.

Forward models and prediction

One of the main concepts that the theory of SMCs is based on is the mapping
between actions, observations and effects. Self-initialized movements with a
given goal state are generated with an inverse model that takes the current state
and produces a motor action in order to reach the goal state. This is governed
by feedback loops and forward models which predict the sensory change upon an
action and monitor errors in motor output and perceptual input. Through these
forward models, the relation between actions and effects is learned and used in
later action settings.

In the light of social interaction, the prediction of effects following both self-
generated and other-generated actions need to be made. Furthermore, future
actions of the co-actor need to be predicted and incorporated in the joint action
plan. Since not only the internal mental state of the other agent but also his
or her perceptual input and motor abilities are unknown to the observer, accu-
rate predictions seem nearly impossible. Nevertheless, humans are able to infer
behaviour effortlessly. Action-simulation and action-perception mapping have
been proposed to account for this ability. As the same brain circuits seem to
be involved in action generation and understanding, the same forward models
might account for the prediction of perceptual changes following both one’s own
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and others’ actions [22].
At first, the movements of the co-actor are observed and this sensory signal

is mapped to the responsible motor areas in the brain of the spectator. Since
forward models depend on the activity in these regions, the same machinery can
be used to predict the effects of another persons actions. Assuming a common
task representation and shared goals, even future actions can be inferred based
on the sensorimotor signals and internal inverse models. Although the biological
and psychological evidence for such a system is apparent the computational
mechanisms are less well understood. One theory, the Bayesian framework,
has been proposed to model sensorimotor learning as well as social interaction
and might be able to unite the two aspects under a coherent model for social
sensorimotor contingencies.

2.2.3 Bayesian methods - A computational framework
Action-perception mapping and action simulation have both been modelled with
help of Bayesian methods, see bottom row to the right in Fig. 2.1. As described
in the introduction of sensorimotor contingencies, a situated agent has to deal
with a large amount of uncertainty ranging from internal noise of signalling over
insufficient performance of sensors to the high unpredictability of external events
in the environment. Within the background of SMCs, humans incorporate this
uncertainty into their perceptual, motor and cognitive systems [121]. One sta-
tistical framework, that is able to capture this ability, are Bayesian methods.
The Bayesian theory has been used to explain many cognitive properties of the
human mind, for example the learning of features, structure and functions in
a probabilistic fashion but also sensorimotor learning, attention and memory
[66, 93]. Depending on the structure of the model, the Bayesian framework can
be used to estimate the outcome of an action in form of changes in the environ-
ment. Furthermore, it can determine the optimal action given a current state of
the world or to compute perceptional differences after an action was performed.
All these estimates take sensory and motor signals as well as measures of uncer-
tainty into account. The structure that these approaches have in common is the
following chain of thought.

The Bayesian account of sensorimotor contingencies

We are given an embodied agent that is able to perform action a and perceive
the sensory input s. Here, a is a realization of a random variable A describing
the nature of the actions that can be performed and s is a value of the random
variable S representing all outcomes of percepts. Now, the goal is to determine
the probability of a hypothesis h, living on a hypothesis space H, given a and
s. (Please observe that the random variables and hypotheses do not necessarily
have to be presented in vector form as indicated by their bold notation in this
subsection. The bold format has mainly visualization purposes.)

As an example, we might want to determine the probability of an object
starting to roll (hypothesis h) given that the agent pushes it (action a) and that
the visual appearance of the object is round (percept s). For a probability mass
function P Bayes formula gives us the following relationship

P (h | a, s) = P (a, s | h)P (h)
P (a, s) . (2.2)

Thus, if we have a model for the likelihood P (a, s | h) and know the prior
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distribution P (h) we can determine the posterior distribution P (h | a, s). The
evidence term P (a, s) is often hard or intractable to compute as this quantity re-
quires either the sum or the integral over all h ∈ H, i.e. P (a, s) =

∫
h∈H P (a, s |

h)P (h). However, in many cases we can neglect this normalizing factor and
approximate the posterior up to this scalar. This concept can be extended to
capture task-dependent variables and higher cognitive concepts such as inten-
tions. Bayesian methods are favoured as an explanatory tool because they allow
the inclusion of both observed and hidden variables. Hierarchical models can
describe dependencies between different layers of information, as e.g. how a
concrete action plan influences the implementation in joint configurations. In
order to create dynamic models, the relations of different points in time can be
estimated with help of Hidden Markov Models.

High-level models of social cognition

Even higher level functions in social interaction such as goal inference, in-
tentions and beliefs have been addressed with Bayesian models. The research in
social Bayesian theories has especially focused on such inferences with respect
to rational agents. Action recognition has been proposed to be governed by a
process referred to as inverse planning [13]. In this scenario, an observing agent
is given the task to infer the intention behind actions of another agent. As-
suming that the observing agent has a goal-directed planning framework for a
Markov Decision problem, this system can be used to solve the task at hand.
Simultaneously, this generative action-planning process can be inverted to yield
a discriminative model of the underlying goals of observed actions. In formal
terms, the model allows the inference of the hypothesis h, here the goal or inten-
tion, given the action history a and the state of the environment s. Furthermore,
it provides the possibility to predict future actions given a and s. Such a model
can be extended to include changing goals over the cause of the observation or
a number of sub-goals that need to be inferred.

This approach has been shown to successfully infer whether an agent is try-
ing to help or hinder another agent [164], and also other social goals of action
such as chasing, fleeing, approaching and avoiding [12]. Similar concepts have
been applied to derive a model for the theory of mind [14], aiming at belief in-
ference. In a simple setting, this approach models mental state attribution while
hierarchical architectures can derive complex patterns such as “I think, that you
think, that I think,...” [41].

Low-level approaches to action simulation

Connecting these models of social interaction to the embodied, sensorimotor
account, Bayesian methods might describe cognitive mechanisms of prediction
given one’s own action-perception models. Nevertheless, as the theory of mind
stands in contrast to the sensorimotor theory, we need to distinct between models
based on pure action-perception coupling, such as inverse planning, and those
that aim at mentalising, such as the theory-theory.

The former models are closely related to the theories of action simulation
described in Sec. 2.2.2. The Bayesian account yields a computational framework
for the theories established with the help of neuroscience and psychology. In these
computational models, sensorimotor contingencies emerge due to a mechanisms
referred to as predictive coding. This theory postulates that brain mechanisms
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constantly predict sensory outcome given the current state of the system and are
refined if prediction and reality do not match [87]. Using the notation introduced
above, actions a, perception s and effects h can here be modelled in a joint
probability distribution. As in Bayesian inference, the parameters of the internal
models are learned based on continuously sampled training data. Thus, top-down
and bottom-up processes are influencing and altering each other in a significant
manner. These generative models of motor control are suggested to also be
involved in the prediction of the outcome of other agents actions.

In [86], the biological foundation of the mirror neuron system is presented
with help of Hebbian learning. This builds on the idea that consistent and
causal firing relationships between two neurons result in a strengthening of the
connection between them. As sensory and motor areas are reciprocally, which
is to say bidirectionally, connected, actions become strongly associated with
their sensory outcome. On one hand, the activity in the motor cortex triggers
responses in the sensory area by the action-dependent change of sensory input.
On the other hand, the anticipatory signal in the sensory areas precedes the
actual motor command signal in the motor cortex and propagates errors after
a movement, which is in line with the predictive coding theory. Thus, activity
in the sensory area can trigger specific responses in the motor area. Finally,
when another agent is being observed to perform the same action, producing
similar changes in the sensory outcome, this connection is activated [175], which
leads to the response commonly known as mirror neurons. Keysers et. al. [86]
suggest that this mechanism might underlie the Bayesian computations proposed
by others as it provides a biological basis for inference. Aspects such as inverse
planning [13], could build on these biological mechanisms.
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Chapter 3

Human-Robot Interaction

Up to this point, the discussion was concentrated around human-human in-
teraction with an emphasis on non-verbal, sensorimotor communication. The
underlying principles of emergent and planned coordination can be transferred
to human-robot interaction. In this setting, computational models of HHI can
guide the research and implementation in a robotic agent.

In the following sections, I will focus the attention on different approaches
towards sensorimotor contingencies and human-robot interaction as well as how
these two aspects of robotics can be combined. Embodied intelligence suggests
that SMCs can guide the learning process of a robotic agent without requiring a
large amount of human interference. Therefore, I will start with reviewing how
SMCs are learned in a robotic framework (see Sec. 3.1) and continue with the
learning of social skills (see Sec. 3.1.2 - 3.1.4). Assuming that the socSMC basis
has been acquired, in Sec. 3.2 I focus on active collaboration between humans
and robots. Both Sec. 3.3 and Sec. 3.3.1 are concerned with the human involved
in the interaction, describing evaluation techniques and human-centred studies
respectively.

These concepts are also depicted in the taxonomy in Fig. 3.1. The first
row combines the two topics of embodied and social cognition with an emphasis
on learning. The middle row demonstrates the concepts that underlie active
collaboration. On the one hand, low-level signalling and mutual prediction are
essential. On the other hand, the step from a reactive system towards an active
agent is important for sharing the cognitive load of joint tasks in a HRI setting.
Lastly, the evaluation of HRI methods is shown in the bottom row. Both valid
measures of interaction performance and human-centred approaches are consid-
ered. This taxonomy will guide the following discussion of HRI in a socSMC
context.

3.1 Embodied social intelligence - Learning of socSMCs

Embodied intelligence denotes the concept that an intelligent agent relies mainly
on perception-action loops and less on high-level representations of the world
[132]. As depicted in the conceptual framework presented in Fig. 3.1, the learn-
ing of sensorimotor contingencies lays the basis for successful social learning and
HRI. Therefore, the initial discussion will focus on approaches towards the learn-
ing of sensorimotor contingencies and be continued with the social aspects in the
later parts of this section.
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Figure 3.1: A taxonomy of embodied human-robot interaction. The first important
component of embodied social intelligence is the learning of SMCs and learning in a
social setting. When this is mastered, active collaboration can be accomplished by
mutual prediction and an equal distribution of the cognitive load. In order to quantify
HRI, interaction measures are needed and the human experience of the interaction has
to be considered.

3.1.1 Unsupervised learning of sensorimotor contingencies

The theory of sensorimotor contingencies proposes that many cognitive functions
are not state and logic based but that they arise due to the dynamic interplay
of an embodied agent with the environment. Intelligence is proposed to arise
due to the constant information flow between the agent and the environment via
perceptomotor channels. Within the field of artificial intelligence, this approach
deviates from the original approaches focused on aspects such as knowledge
representation, reasoning, problem solving and logic [132]. Instead, an embodied
approach to intelligence implies investigating the relationship between action and
perception and how the environment can be utilized to enable both low-level
functions and high-level cognition, for this interplay see Fig. 3.2. Embodied
interaction in a social setting requires the robot to master different skills. After
having learned sensorimotor contingencies and action generation it must be able
to differentiate its own actions from others’ actions. Both in cooperative and
imitative interaction, the robot needs to recognize actions and gestures and on
a higher level infer intentions and goals.

Representation of sensorimotor signals

The implementation of dynamic and active interaction of a robot with its
environment based on sensorimotor coupling alone proves to be difficult. In the
human brain both sensory and motor signals are encoded by neural signals that
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communicate with the nerve fibres and muscles of the body. Due to this uniform
structure and high plasticity, sensorimotor contingencies can be learned by dy-
namic associations of percept and action. How can a similar level of flexibility
be achieved in a robotic agent? A first step in the modelling process is the choice
of modalities that the robot has access to. Usually, the robot is provided with a
selection of senses such as vision [112], tactile feedback [141] or distance sensors
[108]. In the sensorimotor spirit, these signals have to be coupled to motor or
action signals in form of end-effector position and joint configuration [61] or pro-
prioceptive signals such as torque or force [168]. Finally, the sensorimotor entity
needs to be related to the effects an action has on the environment [112]. Due
to the complexity of this task, most approaches to this problem start with a un-
supervised learning period in which the robot actively explores its surroundings
and records the selected motor and sensory channels. With help of this initial
set of action-perception pairs a sensorimotor model is learned.

Integration of different modalities

One difficulty is the selection of task-related stimuli subsets that have to be
integrated by different sensory modalities. Humans have the ability to focus their
attention on specific perceptual inputs and to only adjust to task-related changes
and errors, neglecting irrelevant information [174]. Visual attention should be
highly task-dependent and confined to semantic concepts, e.g. encountered ob-
jects, that are available to the robot [18]. During an interactive task, attention
might have to be shifted to different stimuli and the perceptual input has to
be updated constantly. Motion cues can help to correlate self-induced motion
configurations and optical flow [142]. Nevertheless, the problem of determining
the primary factors in the high-dimensional space of sensory and motion data is
not trivial.

Additionally, a goal can be achieved with a redundant set of joint configura-
tions. While a movement is usually chosen by minimizing errors, variance and
energy consumption or based on simple heuristics, the sensorimotor mapping is
a constraint imposed on the set of movements that can be generated. Thus, sen-
sorimotor learning is a fusion of optimal control, sensory filtering and integrating
the statistics of the two into a coherent system.

Perception Action

Effect

Figure 3.2: Embodied intelligence is based on the mutual coupling between perception,
actions and their effects. In this graphical model, the causal influences are mutual such
that interdependencies arise in a complex manner.
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Emerging behaviour

Learning the associations between sensory input and motor output has been
addressed in a couple of studies. Here, two classes of learning can be distin-
guished. On the one hand, low-level and emergent sensorimotor contingencies
that are solely based on the correlations between the two systems without any
higher state representation such as depicted in Fig. 3.2. On the other hand, a
higher level architecture, such as a network or a graph, which represents sensory,
motor, action and effect components and orchestrates active action selection and
planning.

The emergence of seemingly intelligent behaviour can be achieved with simple
utility functions that guide the unsupervised learning during random exploration
of the environment. For example, low-level, reflex-like behaviours such as avoid-
ing walls or object tracking are encountered when e.g. the distance to a wall is
penalized. Using the cost of an action as an additional sensory state will enable
the learning of adaptive behaviour [24, 108].

High-level cognition

Although one of the core ideas of SMCs is that cognition is not based on
internal state representations some approaches to higher level interactions build
on the foundation of discrete state graphs [62, 112]. The problem with methods
such as Partially Observable Markov Decision Processes (POMDP) or Hidden
Markov Models (HMM) is that many factors of the model are hand-picked in-
stead of dynamically embedded in the environment. After learning a specified
set of objectives, e.g. a number of objects and actions, the action horizon of the
robot is bounded by this knowledge structure. This contradicts the theory of
sensorimotor contingencies since cognition is not based on a fluent environment-
agent synergy but on a fixed state space.

Nevertheless, in order for the robot to be able to interact with the world,
it needs some kind of representation and memory. Both POMDP and HMM
can be extended to cover an infinite state space which removes the problem of
constrained action spaces [16, 45]. Here, learning and inference might be infea-
sible. Another recently proposed technique are Predictive State Representations
(PSR) which represent the state space not in form of hidden beliefs or a finite
history of events but as future actions that can be selected based on an infinite
history of actions [155]. Although the field of PSR is still in its infancy, it has
successfully been applied for learning action space representations and planning
goal-directed actions [76, 158].

3.1.2 Supervised and inverse reinforcement learning

The previous section has focused on the implementation of an embodied agent
in the context of SMC learning. These concepts can be extended towards social
interaction between humans and robots. While a coherent physical world encour-
ages a SMC representation, humans introduce new challenges. Their presence
and actions imply uncertainty about future world states and a less controlled
environment. Therefore, the robotic learning in a social setting is the second
foundational building block of successful HRI, see Fig. 3.1 upper row to the
right.

In the following, I will first present affordances and imitation learning which
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is highly influenced by SMC concepts. Subsequently, two approaches towards
learning from a human teacher are discussed, learning by demonstration and
inverse reinforcement learning. While the former area concentrates mostly on
passive learning with help of demonstration data, the later approach implies the
inference of a human cost function and requires more active participation of the
robot. After having established teaching methods, I will focus on scenarios that
might require mapping between embodiments and action spaces in Sec. 3.1.3.
Lastly, emergent coordination such as joint attention and synchronization are
discussed in Sec. 3.1.4.

Affordances and imitation learning

Sensorimotor learning of higher cognitive tasks has been influenced by the
concept of action affordances. As discussed above, instead of representing the
world as a set of all present objects and possible actions, objects are categorised
by what actions can be applied and which effects these actions have upon the
world. Usually, these action-effect synergies are acquired during an initial learn-
ing phase, in which the robot clusters object properties, self-generated actions
with respect to these objects and their effects [112, 142].

Once the robot has established this kind of action space model, the system
can also be used to recognize the actions of other agents and identify objects
based on observed action-effect contingencies. The concept of affordances for
object and action recognition has been used both in computer vision and robotics
[52, 89]. Since affordances are object- and less agent-dependent this concept can
build the bridge between human and robot action. As soon as the robot has
related the effects of its own actions to specific objects it can recognize human
actions that result in the same effect. This method has been used in imitation
learning and it has been shown that the robot can imitate a human action based
on both the resulting effects and the performed action [112, 142].

Such an approach does highly depend on the similarity between the human
and the robotic action space. Some properties of actions, such as end-effector
position and velocity of human and robot, are accessible to the robot via visual
perception and proprioceptive signals. However, the applied effort to e.g. lift an
object is internal to both agents. Furthermore, different degrees of freedom and
gripper or hand properties influence the effect of actions considerably. When a
shared action space is established, these differences have to be taken into account.
The final action space has not only to contain affordances but also the action
repertoire of all agents. Attempts to overcome this correspondence problem are
reviewed in Sec. 3.1.3.

Learning by demonstration

Machine learning often aims at modelling the relation between input data,
e.g. a recording of natural language, and output data, in this case the exact
utterance that produced the sound. While annotated data is available in other
areas, such as computer vision and natural language processing, robotics suffers
from the lack of specified training data. Motion primitives and higher level
cognitive processes need to be implemented before the robot can act accordingly.
In order to overcome the absence of training data, learning by demonstration
has grown to be a popular approach [8].

This method uses the perception system of the robot to provide action-state
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pairs by a demonstrator such that valid policies can be learned. The perceptual
channels involved can be twofold. In the first category, the robot is teleoperated
and the robots’ internal signals, as e.g. effort and velocity, are recorded together
with changes in the world state. On this basis, goal-directed policies can be
learned. The other extreme is visual observation of a teaching agent from which
knowledge about action-state contingencies has to be extracted. Depending on
the application and the specificity of the task, a mapping between the action
space of the demonstrator and the robot has to be established as discussed in
Sec. 3.1.3.

The largest drawback of learning by demonstration is in general the fact that
generalization from the observed to novel situations is not easily accomplished.
Instead of teaching the agent how to autonomously interact with the environ-
ment, the teacher superimposes a predefined structure upon the action space
[118]. Policies such as focus on important task aspects or the goal and intention
behind the demonstrated actions are missing in the system. Thus, the robot
must be provided with an explanatory dimension which enables it to transfer
knowledge and to generalize over observed action-state couplings.

In contrast to emergent intelligence as described in Sec. 3.1.1, learning by
demonstration relies in large degrees on the expertise of the demonstrator. Since
the mental processes that motivate the human are not available to the robot this
approach does not lead to independent development of a world state represen-
tation. Not all relevant states might be visited in the demonstration; especially
undesired configurations with low utility will not be covered [7]. A human might
recognize a hinder in the grasping path during the teaching phase and navigate
around it. But unless the world is modelled appropriately, the robotic framework
will take such an example and use it even if a direct grasp is possible.

Inverse reinforcement learning

Due to these shortcomings, the human-robot interaction in learning by demon-
stration is mostly restricted to imitation of explicit tasks which are restricted by
a specific domain. Interestingly, a learning setting which includes direct inter-
action next to teaching-learning phases can improve the learning performance
and increase enjoyment on the human side [179]. Instead of blindly learning
from the given demonstration examples, the agent is allowed to test its models
in interaction periods before receiving more data. Thus, well-working models
are reinforced while failing models can be dismissed directly. Furthermore, the
demonstrator can adjust the examples according to the performance of the learn-
ing agent.

On a conceptual level, interactive learning of this type reminds of inverse
reinforcement learning [1]. Although the reward function is not available to the
robot, i.e. that the goal space is not accessible, the human partner is aware
of both the task and the means with which to achieve a goal. By observing
actions taken by the human demonstrator, the robotic system can approximate
a reward function matching the observations and test it during self-exploratory
learning stages. Under the assumption that the human relies on a cost function
that is a linear combination of observed features of the task space, the learning
system has to recover this function or approximate it in a probabilistic fashion. In
information-theoretic terms, inverse reinforcement learning tries to maximise the
entropy over the policy distributions. It selects the most likely policy distribution
Q given the observations, which is equivalent to the policy with the highest
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Figure 3.3: The Kullback-Leibler
divergence (D) between the stan-
dard normal distribution N (0, 1)
(in black) and other parametriza-
tions of the normal distribution
(in colour). Both the mean and
the variance parameter have an
impact on the divergence value
(listed for the different distribu-
tions in the legend).

information gain [180]. Given that even the human is relying on a probabilistic
cost function P , the method results in minimizing the Kullback-Leibler (KL)
divergence between the human and the approximated cost function, denoted by
DKL(P,Q). The Kullback-Leibler divergence is a measure of distance between
probability distributions [23]. The Kullback-Leibler divergence is defined as

DKL(P,Q) =
∫
X
p(x)log(p(x)

q(x) )∂x, (3.1)

where p and q are the probability density functions of P and Q respectively,
both defined on space X . The KL divergence is only defined if q is absolute
continuous with respect to p, i.e. it must hold that if q(x) = 0 than p(x) = 0
for all x ∈ X . As this measure will be used in later parts of the thesis, Fig.
3.3 illustrates DKL values for the standard normal distribution with respect to
other normal distributions with differing parameter settings.

As the human cost function P is assumed to be unknown to the robot, it
is approximated by the distribution over observation transitions in the training
data. Cast into this framework, the problem of social learning in an interactive
setting is similar to the inference algorithms used for function approximation in
general machine learning [111]. By this, the behaviour of the human is approx-
imated as a function of features which are assumed to be available to both the
demonstrator and the learner.

In either case, learning by demonstration and inverse reinforcement learning,
the training data is provided by a human demonstrator. In these settings, the
focus lies on task learning and less so on the interaction.

3.1.3 Map Learning - The correspondence problem

The theory of action-perception mapping in psychology proposes that we relate
observed actions to our own embodiment for the purpose of understanding and
prediction. In order for the robot to be able to map the actions of another
agent to its own embodiment we require the knowledge of both the approximate
number of degrees of freedom and a mapping function. Depending on the ap-
plication, the mapping can be a one-to-one mapping, which means a mapping
between agents with the exact same configuration, a one-to-many, many-to-one
or many-to-many mapping [4]. In the later cases, one or both of the agents
have degrees of freedom that the other agent is not provided with, e.g. the arm
of a robot with more degrees of freedom than a human arm. The question of
how to map another agents actions to one’s own action repertoire is called the
correspondence problem [117].
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The main objective in any of these cases is that three essential components
need to be established. First of all, the robotic agent needs to be aware of
its own embodiment and the degrees of freedom thereof. The system needs to
contain information about the number of joints, the length of each link and
the range of joint configurations for each joint. Next, the same kind of metrics
need to be known about the observed agents’ body. If the observations of a
human interaction partner consist of exact 3D data points recorded with e.g.
a motion tracking system, the approximation of the configuration metrics is
not problematic. In case the only available data are vision-based recordings
(of possibly previously unencountered human subjects) the estimation of the
exact actions becomes more difficult. This affects also the estimation of the
third component which is needed to overcome the correspondence problem, the
mapping function itself. One approach towards an approximation of the mapping
function will be discussed below.

Shared latent space

In [117], the mapping is assumed to be a given matrix which maps the two
bodies in a linear fashion. While a linear relation might be applicable in same
cases, non-linear mappings seem more appealing in general. Non-linearities have
to be included when not only position but also effort, velocity and acceleration
are considered. Furthermore, every encountered agent requires an additional
mapping function and therefore the robot needs the ability to estimate this
function reliably.

In [153], the mapping is learned with help of Shared Gaussian Process Latent
Variable models. The underlying assumption is here that a shared set of latent
variables gives rise to the action output of two different agents, human and robot.
Separate mappings (kernel functions) to the shared latent space are learned for
both observation spaces of human and robot respectively. This requires a simul-
taneous optimization of the kernel functions and the latent variables. Within the
fields of action and expression recognition, the concept of such a shared latent
space has been explored in several works [47, 48]. However, the generative power
of the model, which makes the model very applicable to robotics, has not been
investigated to the same degree.

3.1.4 Emergent Social Learning
Social learning can denote two concepts. Firstly, learning in a social setting with
the help of other agents as discussed in Sec. 3.1.1 and Sec. 3.1.2. On the other
hand, social learning can describe the process of acquiring social skills such as
joint attention, social gesture recognition or moral behaviour. While such skills
are also attained in interaction with other agents, they are often concerned with
abstract meaning which cannot directly be grounded in the environment. While
affordances or a task description simplify the learning of certain actions, as e.g.
pouring water from a bottle into a cup, social actions are less well defined.
Social interaction such as hand-waving or shaking has no meaning per se but is
a culturally defined action pattern that guides a social protocol of interaction.
Thus, the robot can easily learn the action by simple imitation but this does not
provide the background and contextual knowledge an agent needs to naturally
engage with humans.
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Learning joint attention

One important issue of interaction between agents is a mutual understand-
ing of what aspects of the environment are important for the interaction. Joint
attention emerges automatically in infants and is developed from the age of two
month and onwards. Initially, infants are able to follow a caregivers attention,
while they start to engage others, by e.g. pointing, around the age of one year
[64]. This learning process is rendered possible by the attention of interaction
partners and their automatic engaging in the joint setting. Learning joint at-
tention is an emergent process, in which the direction of the head and gaze of
a co-actor needs to be correlated to a location in the 3D environment and the
gaze direction of the observer.

In order to let a robotic agent learn joint attention, an encouraging environ-
ment has to be created that allows the inference of these correlations. In [44],
a robot learned to interpret the gaze behaviour of a human interaction partner
by guiding the attention towards an object with a pointing gesture. Thus, it
sampled a set of positive data points that correlated the position of the object,
the gaze of the human and the robots gaze direction. Based on this knowledge,
the robot was able to follow the humans gaze in later trials.

Next to self-generated attention guidance by the robot, the human can in-
dicate the direction of attention with help of motion cues. Objects that the
human is interacting with are rendered as more salient than other parts of the
environment [160]. In a guided setting, the human partner can evaluate the per-
formance of the attempts towards joint attention and increase the difficulty of the
task [116]. This approach is inspired by developmental robotics and incorporates
the notion of iterative learning of attention as observed in infants.

In [178], the learning of head and gaze direction of the human is performed
with neural networks and Gaussian Process regression. In order to increase the
identification of the object of interest, saliency cues are used. Salient features
of a scene can be motion or task related and provide additional knowledge to
ambiguity and uncertainty about the gaze direction.

Learning to synchronize

Once a joint attention setting is achieved, more interactive patterns can
emerge. Two aspects that guide fluent human-human communication are syn-
chronization and turn-taking. Both of these behaviours imply that the partners
are dynamically coupled which creates a structured interaction. While turn-
taking has received attention in the HRI community, mainly due to the link in
spoken dialogues, synchronization, especially with respect to the human percep-
tion, has been investigated to a lesser extend.

In [102], it was shown that humans tend to synchronize with both human
and robotic partners in a goal-directed task. Nevertheless, the stability of the
synchronization pattern in the HRI setting was less profound. As the robotic
movements were constant and non-adaptive, the dynamical adjustment came
only from the human side which decreased the tendency to synchronize.

Along the ideas that have been developed for entrainment observed in hu-
mans, as described in Sec. 2.2.1, adaptive, synchronizing processes have been
implemented to counteract this one-sidedness. Given a repetitive task with mul-
tiple movement primitives, and thus several potential events for synchronization,
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such an approach resulted in a higher level of synchrony and the subjective ex-
perience of a pleasant interaction [113].

However, this synchronization model was predefined such that the system
only approximated the parameters during interaction instead of a learning or
evolving process. When the robot is given the task to actively synchronize with a
human partner, e.g. in a drumming scenario, it has been shown that multi-modal
sensory input, here visual, auditory and proprioceptive, increase the coupling
rate and stability over time [37]. Due to the fact that information over short
time intervals must be integrated, more sensory modalities allow a reduction of
noise and reduce the uncertainty of the system.

Synchronization is a natural process that establishes temporal or spatial order
in otherwise chaotic systems. Therefore, it can be used to connect agents and
align their actions in time, which reduces cognitive loads needed for e.g. mutual
prediction of the partners’ next move. In [74], the authors hypothesize that even
unintentional synchronization facilitates natural interactions and simultaneously
minimizes cognitive loads.

The reduction in cognitive load can be exploited in the robotic framework.
As rhythmic movement patterns are more easily tractable than less organized
behaviour, synchronous movements of a human partner have been used to guide
the attention of a robotic agent [73]. The frequency of motion can thus be used
to detect and maintain attention towards a human interaction partner which
renders computationally heavy tracking algorithms dispensable.

Furthermore, synchrony and rhythm in human-robot interaction have been
used as a signal of internal reward to enhance sensorimotor learning [157]. In
this application, the reward during synchrony can be viewed as intrinsic moti-
vation such that learned SMCs are adjusted if the rhythmic interaction cannot
be established or maintained.

Learning to take turns

The rhythm inherent in coupled oscillators can give rise to higher-order inter-
action patterns such as turn-taking. By rewarding a turn-taking and socially en-
gaging behaviour, while giving negative feedback for overlapping or non-engaged
actions, Dautenhahn et al. [28] demonstrated how a robot could learn turn-
taking behaviour in an interactive game. By providing the system with a short-
term memory, an action was selected both based on the current state and the
recent interaction history.

Other approaches to turn-taking behaviour have mostly implemented prede-
fined cues found in human-human interaction [32, 72]. As interaction is a highly
dynamic process, such attempts to categorize and discretise the process intro-
duce stereotypic behaviour which most often does not match the current context.
In a computational model approach, it has been shown that simplistic machine
learning techniques create a more human-like turn-taking behaviour than these
rule-based systems [101].

In conclusion, learning pro-social behaviour is impacted by the lack of clear
structure and reference points. Research has tackled this problem from two
directions. On the one hand, human demonstrations and human-human interac-
tions can be studied and implemented in a robotic system. On the other hand,
by defining reward functions that foster social dynamics, interaction can emerge
spontaneously between human and robotic agents. Either way, the learning of
emergent social mechanisms is vital for high-level interaction such as joint actions
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and cooperative task sharing as described in the next section. The importance
of the low-level features such as synchronization in HRI will be stressed in Sec.
3.3.1 which puts emphasis on human-centred research in HRI.

3.2 Interaction and Collaboration of Humans and
Robots

Up to this point, the discussion of social interaction in HRI has mainly focused
on the learning of socSMCs. The next step towards successful interaction is
the implementation of active collaboration as depicted in the second row in the
framework in Fig. 3.1. The initial focus will lie on how to efficiently signal in-
tended movements and internal states in order to make the robot readable for the
human. Additionally, the reversed approach of predicting human actions will be
presented. When these two concepts have been established, active collaboration
in terms of self-driven action choice under consideration of the shared task space
can be tackled.

3.2.1 Active collaboration

Once a mutual entrainment has been established, interacting agents are able to
predict each others actions. This entrainment has not necessarily to constitute
coupled synchrony but can consist of other types of reciprocity, i.e. actively
receiving and responding to signals. Such reciprocal coupling has been proposed
to be important for a natural interaction in which the robot is accepted as a
valid interaction partner [103].

Extending this concept, reciprocal interaction covers also mutual signalling
in a collaborative task in which information might not be equally distributed
among the partners. Burdet et al [79] point out that most research within HRI
is still concentrated around the master-slave principle, meaning that the human
master commands the robot slave to follow orders. According to the authors,
the study of interaction suffers from the concentration around haptic and force
feedback and does not consider human-human interaction as an inspiration. The
master-slave principle includes any unbalanced interaction setting such as passive
learning from demonstration. As the goal of this work is to relate human-human
and human-robot interaction, the following section focuses on approaches that
go beyond the master-slave principle.

Signalling in joint action

Two mechanisms are at the foundation of active collaboration - prediction
and signalling. Each agent has to predict the co-actors next action and to signal
its own intended next move. Thus, the two aspects couple the agents in a
circular manner of prediction and being predicted. In humans, as elaborated in
Sec. 2.1.2, such signals consist of directing attention with e.g. gaze but also
of adjusting kinematic parameters such as trajectory, velocity or acceleration
profiles.

In order to disambiguate and make robotic movements more predictable, such
modulations can be mimicked. Computationally, a trade-off between the optimal
and a highly informative action must be found. In [130], this was investigated
with a computational model, which seeks a distribution representing a signalling
action Q which is close to the distribution of the optimal action P and still
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conveys a signal of the end location. Let Q and R be continuous probability
mass functions defined on Rn. Then this model seeks the parameter setting
w ∈ Rn which minimizes

argmin
w

= DKL(P,Q(w)) + λS(Q(w)), (3.2)

where DKL denotes the Kullback-Leibler divergence as defined in Eq. 3.1, S
represents a measure of signalling strength, here a sigmoid function, and λ is
a parameter used to vary the impact of the two before mentioned terms. This
approach was successfully used to model human signalling behaviour. Impor-
tantly, the authors conclude that humans adapt the value of λ in accordance
with feedback of their interaction partner.

A robotic implementation of kinematic adjustments for intention signalling
can be found in [46]. In a similar fashion to Pezzulo et al. [130], two action
profiles are combined to produce a trade-off between the expected (predictable)
and the informative (legible) action. Predictability and legibility, the authors
argue, are contradictory in the sense that the former requires the most direct
action, while the latter introduces a strong bias towards deviations, see Fig. 3.4.
In fact, this bias can be so strong that the original goal is no longer decipherable
during periods of the action, which decreases the signalling strength significantly.
However, these claims can only partially be found in the experimental results
which, according to the authors, is caused by the disagreement between the cost
functions of the model and the human subjects.

Prediction in joint action

As interaction implies mutual prediction, the robotic agent has to be able to
predict future human actions. This ability enables the agent to become an active
participant in the interaction instead of simply being reactive. Predictions can
be derived based on differing prior knowledge, e.g. considering the task, or in an
online fashion. On a solely signal-dependent level, the human movements can

Figure 3.4: Top: The optimal goal-to-
action trajectory (left) is the movement
that predictively is the most goal-directed
action. The action-to-goal trajectory on
the other hand is the one that is most legi-
ble, i.e. an observer can infer the goal based
on the action. Bottom: Different trajecto-
ries of a robotic reaching movement for dif-
ferent trade-offs between predictability and
legibility. The figure is adopted from [46].
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be approximated online with e.g. a Kalman filter [162]. When the system has
reached a certain level of confidence in a collaborative task, the robot behaviour
can switch from reactive to active, taking the future human actions into account.

In the case that the robot is supposed to actively avoid collisions, the human
motion trajectory has to be approximated. In [96], a trajectory is represented
as a probability distribution over empirically defined motion features, such as
velocity, acceleration and collision avoidance. Given a set of training trajectories,
a distribution is found by matching the expected features to the observations by
maximizing the differential entropy of the model. The resulting trajectories
resemble the human navigation behaviour such that the robot can successfully
avoid any collisions.

More complex tasks require a higher level of prediction. Policies of human
actions given the context of the shared task and goal have been shown to in-
crease the fluency of the interaction. One aspect in this context is the learning
of how the co-actors intentions are expressed in future actions [29]. Given an
intention-driven model, future steps in the interaction can be anticipated and
incorporated in the individual action planning. Especially in a highly dynamic
interaction requiring fast decision making and action, such as playing table ten-
nis [170], intention modelling becomes important. In [106], the cost function of
the human actions is learned with help of human-human interaction data and
inverse reinforcement learning. During a collaborative reaching task the robot
is then able to use this cost function and iteratively make predictions about the
human motion given the current state.

The prediction of movements based on sensory information without addi-
tional information is in line with the theory of social SMCs. It allows for smooth
interaction patterns in a more general setting and is not restricted to a certain
task environment. Nevertheless, intention or goal inference is needed when the
scenario goes beyond a simple coupling and targets higher level tasks with a
shared cognitive load.

From compliance to active choice

In HRI, one of the main aspects of research is to guarantee and maintain
a compliant robotic agent during direct interaction, e.g. when manipulating
an object together. Due to the force profile that many robots can apply it is
important to control impedance and applied force in order to avoid instabilities of
the system or injury of the human partner. Thus, the execution of a collaborative
task must be learned under the constraint that the controllers are compliant.

In [65], an adaptive impedance controller is learned together with a task
model. Thus, the framework can be used to predict and adjust to future actions
of the partner and to react to unpredicted disturbances. In order to allow for
different stiffness parameters during a collaborative task execution, impedance
approximation has been combined with Gaussian Mixture Models, allowing for
changing impedance profiles [138, 139]. In a hand-shaking scenario by Wang et
al.[169], the human intention is approximated as a hidden state with the force,
velocity and acceleration measures as realizations. By learning Hidden Markov
Models, predictions about timing and force can be made and the controller can
adjust accordingly.

Including several modalities, task execution and impedance control have been
approached with visual estimation and haptic feedback respectively [3]. Through
this division, task related issues such as proactive, human-unburdening behaviour
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can be implemented while keeping the interaction save and stable. In contrast
to the former approaches, the inclusion of vision allows for not only reactive but
also active action generation. This highlights the importance of sensorimotor
contingencies in social interaction. Multi-modal sensory input renders a richer
and more complex interaction space possible. Although research in HRI focuses
on developing assisting systems, the robot is mostly a passive follower and has
to be guided by the human leader. Thus, the cognitive load of a shared task is
not shared but carried by the human alone.

Mighability, taskability and social affordances

In order to successfully predict and incorporate a co-actor into the task plan-
ning not only intention inference is vital but also other aspects such as affor-
dances, effort and visibility of the task space. For example, the robot can only
expect its partner to move on object if the human can see the object and is
physically able to do so. Alami et al. have conducted several studies in this
direction. In [125], they explore a concept termed Mightability maps which de-
scribe the 3D environment in terms of reachability and visibility for the human
agent. A similar approach is used to create a Taskability graph which determines
the different social affordances, i.e. what one agent could do for another agent,
and the mutual effort that is required to do so [126]. While one partner might
be able to easily reach for an object, another interaction partner might have
to stand up or lean forward, thus requiring more effort to accomplish the same
effect. Extending these concepts, an Affordance graph was developed that in-
corporates information about affordances, such as takeable, puttable etc.; effort
and perspective-taking mechanisms in a single framework [124]. With the help
of these maps and graphs, the search space for action planning is considerably
reduced and prospective human actions are considered.

In [127], the applicability of this approach is demonstrated in an interactive
scenario. The robot is supposed to complete tasks such as ”make object A ac-
cessible to person B”. This task demonstrates a short-coming of this method.
Although it can be used to estimate the human action space, it does not cover
active collaboration. While the robotic framework is able to estimate that the
effort required for a human agent is too large, it is not yet able to signal this
understanding, by e.g. gaze or kinematic adjustments, which hinders the inter-
action flow. Moreover, the ideas are not tested in a goal-directed collaboration
task which means that the scalability of these computationally heavy methods
is not confirmed.

Collaborative task learning and planning

Collaboration can emerge in different contexts. On the one hand, all co-
actors can be equipped with a mental model of the task and a solution space to
achieve the goal. The task might not even require collaboration per se but be
faster completed in a team setting. On the other hand, one agent alone might
be in possession of this knowledge and has to teach or convey this expertise to
the remaining agents.

The former case can be addressed with common policy learning methods
as discussed in Sec. 3.1.2. During motion planning, human actions need to
be predicted (see ”Prediction in joint action” above) such that e.g. collision
avoidance can successfully be implemented. In the following, the human actions
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can be integrated into the cost function of the motion planner, adding e.g. human
workspace occupancy to common parameters such as obstacle and smoothness
cost [105].

If the task requires more intricate interactions or mutual adjustments, learn-
ing and planning need to be tackled with this in mind. This scenario requires
active learning in a shared teaching environment or by observation of human-
human interaction. As the robot needs to track the human mental state and
understanding of task and environment, the estimation of shared mental models
has been proposed. In contrast to most other approaches, Nikolaidis et al. [119]
apply a cross-training in which human and robot iteratively switch roles such
that the action plan for both co-actors is learned. This interactive setting leads
to a faster model convergence than interactive reinforcement learning and the
robot can adjust its strategies to the preferences of the human. As different
humans can have different preferences, Nikolaidis et al. [120] attempt to model
a number of human types which express different action patterns. While a very
experienced person can act fast and automatic, someone else might require more
time and concentration. A previously not encountered human partner is classi-
fied according to these types which facilitates optimal policy selection.

3.3 Evaluating of interaction experiments

As described above, research in the areas of embodied intelligence and human-
robot interaction addresses both theoretical questions, such as how to learn
SMCs, and practical applications, e.g. how to implement an active system for
interaction scenarios. The last building block of HRI research focuses on evalu-
ation measures of HRI and human subjective perception of the interaction, see
bottom row of the taxonomy depicted in Fig. 3.1. In order to test the methods
developed in the previous sections, the communication flow between human and
robot needs to be cast into a metric framework to lead to advancing research
and be scientific valid. Furthermore, the human experience of HCI has to be
considered for the sake of both safety and enjoyment.

Need of evaluation metrics

Due to the lack of a common scheme accepted as a norm in the field of
human-robot interaction (HRI), the evaluation of experiments does not follow
predefined guidelines [177]. While objective performance measures such as error
rates, convergence rates and other quantifications are widely used in other fields
of computer science and artificial intelligence, they cannot as easily be applied
to online interaction between agents.

Similar to fields such as human-computer interaction or recommender sys-
tems, the evaluation always needs to take the subjective human experience into
account. Differently to such applications, HRI has an additional dimension -
the embodied interaction. While other computing devices such as computers or
mobile phones offer a two-dimensional interaction surface, robots can actively op-
erate in three-dimensional space. Robot and human share an action space which
can independently be manipulated by both agents. Therefore, humans are more
prone to attribute robots human-or animal-like capabilities or properties [58].

The human tendency to anthropomorphize robot behaviour must be taken
into account during evaluation. While the creation of a We-feeling can increase
the acceptance of inappropriate robotic behaviour [67], the tendency to attribute
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robots intelligence can also produce frustration, misunderstandings and disap-
pointment. Thus, in HRI not only the implementation of the robotic behaviour
has to be in focus. Additionally, depending on the application and the back-
ground of the study, human perception and social norms have to be taken into
account.

Three stages of evaluation design

Young et. al. [177] propose three different stages that can be considered in
the experimental and evaluation design.

First of all, visceral factors of interaction can be measured. These describe
subconscious reactions to an interaction, e.g. heart rate, frequency of smiles or
the subjective experience of a robot encounter.

Secondly, social mechanisms, which humans easily integrate into everyday
interactions, must be taken into account. The robotic framework should include
considerations about the humans in its environment while being goal-oriented.
People continuously infer the intentions of other humans and use background
knowledge and predictions to act appropriately in most situations. Halting and
holding a door open is reasonable when another person is two meters behind but
not when he or she is still fifteen meters away.

At last, long-term interactions have to be considered. Do humans accept
the robot in their everyday lives or do they perceive it more as a toy that starts
collecting dust in a corner after a couple of days? Some robot owners have shown
to develop sentimental relationships towards their robot [82]. Thus, the process
of designing of a robot has to differ from the design of other technical devices
depending on which relationship human users are supposed to develop to the
robot.

Emotion and subjective experience

The three stages introduced by Young et. al. [177] focus on the general
perception of robots on different levels of complexity and time. Instead of pos-
tulating a testing framework, these stages are taken to be guidelines during the
development of robotic applications and experiments. All three levels, visceral
factors, social mechanisms and long-term interaction reflect that the subjective
experience of the human interaction partner plays a major role. Even in a setting
that does not focus on emotion or subjective experience it is near to impossible
to eliminate these factors in the analysis. Therefore, these variables need to be
debated beforehand in order to reduce their impact as much as possible.

Especially, the emotional response towards a robot needs to be considered. In
a setting such as a shared workspace or home-care, these emotional effects range
can from feelings of comfort and security to fear and intimidation [143]. During
engaging interaction, the situation can be perceived as entertaining, frustrating
or boring. While the first aspect is mostly controlled by the robots appearance,
fluent motion, predictiveness of movements and distance to the human perceiver,
the later emotions are more likely to be caused by the lack of appropriate cog-
nitive architectures for robot control.

Thus, the emotional, subjective experience needs to be studied in detail and
inter-causal dependencies need to be entangled. Otherwise, an elevated heart
rate due to stress caused by high proximity might be interpreted as a sign of
entertainment. Therefore, a well-structured survey to test the subjective expe-
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Figure 3.5: Observing a human (a) performing an action elicits a response (b) similar to
the pattern under active action generation (c). Similarly, observing a robot performing
the same action (d) leads to this mirroring activation (e). The robot generated the
action differently, i.e. with help of microelectronics (f). The image is adopted from [86]

rience of the individuals is necessary in most cases.

Motor resonance

Apart from the emotional reaction of the human towards the robotic agent
and task performance, the study of human-robot interaction should give a mea-
sure of interaction quality. The fluency of interaction is highly important. Fur-
thermore, if the subject accepts the robot as a valid interaction partner, his
or her behaviour will shift from pure object manipulation to cooperation and
acceptance of the robot.

As described in Sec. 2.1.2, humans tend to process information differently
in the presence of other humans and to incorporate others into their own action
scheme even if a given task is independent of the others’ actions. This influence
can be measured both biologically and in behavioural terms [150]. Due to the
activity of mirror neurons, motor resonance is visible in neural signals recorded
with Electroencephalography (EEG). As depicted in Fig. 4.6, similar resonating
brain activity is found when both a human and a robotic action is observed.
Behavioural patterns showing social engagement are e.g. proactive gaze and
automatic imitation. As the interaction flow is influenced by both co-actors,
the robot needs to be equipped with these basic social, reciprocal skills to elicit
matching behaviour in the human.

3.3.1 Human-centred Human-Robot Interaction

Following the discussion above, the subjective experience of a robot encounter is
governed by emotions and the level of trust towards the machine. The effect of
poor system design can have significant effects on health and mind which must
be given a high priority. Furthermore, commercial and medical applications of
HRI will only be accepted if the design has been adapted to human needs. In
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the following, I will highlight aspects which facilitate the information flow from
the robot to the human. Finally, a human-centred design of a robotic framework
will be reviewed.

Motion with the human in mind

Different aspects of robotic and motion design have been shown to affect the
emotional state of human subjects and their perception of the setting. Naturally,
collision avoidance is a basic requirement. But human stress reactions have been
shown to also depend on the distance between robot and human, the speed of the
end effector and the signalling of future robot motion [6]. Hectic, unpredictable
movements generate the notion of not being in control of the situation which in
turn gives rise to discomfort and stress.

Motion profiles can be adapted as depicted in Fig. 3.4 in which different
hand trajectories towards an object result in different degrees of readability and
predictability [46]. Furthermore, smooth trajectories in terms of space, velocity
and acceleration increase the level of comfort [97].

Collision avoidance can only be implemented if the system is able to track the
human motion and predict future actions. In [119], human motion is modelled
with Markov Chains. The use of a probabilistic framework enables the estimation
of uncertainty when the human changes from a learned to a novel strategy. This
risk assessment could be the basis for adaptive behaviour and initiate retraining
of the system given the new observations. Adaptive strategies instead of fixed
policies have been shown to increase both task performance and fluency as well
as the level of comfort [98].

In conclusion, not only predefined distance measures are required for secure
and comfortable interaction but also adaptation and learning can contribute to
the overall experience of the encounter.

Human-centred robot design

Media and interaction design is highly oriented towards creating applications
that are both intuitive to use and engaging over longer periods of time. Devices
such as computers, mobile phones and tablets have interaction as their main
purpose while other machines such as e.g. dishwashers are primed towards us-
ability and functionality. Present robotic design, both in terms of hardware and
software, puts still the main focus on the functionality of the machine. If the
human interaction partner is to be engaged, this design has to shift towards a
communication-inspired paradigm that takes advantage of the embodied inter-
face.

As an example, in order to introduce a sense of agency in the human observer,
eyes and a timed, congruent gaze behaviour are needed [133]. Indicating the
location of a hand-over with help of gaze and turn-taking signals decreases the
reaction time of human subjects and is preferred over less engaging behaviours
[81].

In fact, the more signalling strategies employed by humans are copied to
the robotic behaviour, the more fluent and enjoyable becomes the interaction.
Body kinematics and action profiles give interaction partners clues about in-
tended goals and task properties. If another individual hands over an object,
we approximate the weight of the object and the time point of interaction with
high precision based on the observed lifting by our partner. Sandini et al. [123]
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have incorporated weight-awareness in a robotic framework which allowed hu-
man subjects to predict the weight of the passed object [123].

Since the imitation of biological motion patterns, such as velocity and ac-
celeration profiles, governs the perception of goal-directedness [21], even these
motion cues have to be tuned towards the human observer. On a higher level
of interaction, simple gestures and engaging behaviour, such as shared atten-
tion, have been shown to create an interactive environment that allows cognitive
coupling between human and robot [154].

In conclusion, I presented a multitude of design principles and choices that
affect the interaction experience on the human side. A robotic agent that imple-
ments several of these traits will be accepted as an embodied interaction partner
that can be trusted.
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Part II

SocSMCs
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Chapter 4

Pulling the Strings together

In the preceding sections, human-human and human-robot interaction have been
discussed both from the theoretical and the experimental point of view. The as-
pect of social interaction has been examined in the light of sensorimotor coupling
and the embodied approach to social cognition has been stressed. While exper-
imental research has progressed rapidly during the last decades the theoretical
understanding and modelling perspective lack behind and are scattered across
models and theories. From dynamical system theory to Bayesian inference, most
models are able to capture only a fraction of the observed variety of social human
behaviour.

Research in human-robot interaction does rarely address complex collabora-
tive scenarios but focuses on the detailed analysis of human reactions towards an
robotic agent. If human and robot are sharing a task, the master-slave principal
dominates the method of choice. This principle implies such concepts as leader-
follower and teacher-student. Active, cognitive agents with the power to make
decisions based on the task at hand, the current state and the human co-actor
are scarce.

In the following, I will give an account of my understanding of how to intro-
duce the concepts found to be true for human-human interaction into human-
robot interaction. The main objective is to make use of sensorimotor contin-
gencies and embodiment in order to allow for active collaboration and mutual
understanding of humans and robots. I will attempt to pull the strings of differ-
ent research areas together and give a coherent account of socSMCs, see Fig. 4.1.
The first part of this section will interconnect the ideas and concepts within the
respective areas. In terms of computational models, I will focus on probabilistic,

Figure 4.1: Research in both human-human and human-robot interaction attempts to
explain and model the underlying communication processes that give rise to social in-
teraction. Therefore, the two fields are inherently coupled and need to be combined to
allow advances in both areas.
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Bayesian approaches to solve the problems of socSMCs. My main motivation
for this choice is the high level of uncertainty inherent in both the sensorimotor
channels and the interaction setting itself. Finally, I will propose experimental
settings to test the developed methods and ideas.

"It is the mark of a truly intelligent person
to be moved by statistics." - George Bernard Shaw

4.1 SocSMC - A conceptual and computational
approach

The conceptual and computational approach presented here disregards the no-
tion of human and robot and focuses on general terms of agent-agent interaction.
The line of argument is inspired by the intrinsic motivation of an agent to make
correct predictions and reduce the uncertainty about the state of the world.
Therefore, the framework depicted in Fig. 4.2 is governed by this rational ap-
proach. In order to achieve this goal, the agent learns generative models that
encode the statistics of real world events, the generative process. With help
of inferential steps, the optimal action towards less uncertainty and preferred
states can be found. This step is referred to as active inference. Social interac-
tion emerges through constant mutual prediction based on internal generative
models which results in active social inference. Mutual prediction is enhanced by
shared representations that reduce ambiguity and computational efforts. Each
of these concepts are illustrated in Fig. 4.2 with help of a musician ensemble
and will be discussed in detail in the following sections.

4.1.1 Emergent interaction

Emergence of any kind is defined as a phenomenon that can not be decomposed
into single entities nor be explained by the sum of its parts but can only be
understood in its whole. Emergent structures, whether in physical or biological
systems, arise due to the interconnectivity between the involved components.
This connectivity is governed by causal relations and feedback which produce
processes that will only arise due to these interactions and never alone. Emergent
coordination between humans is therefore highly influenced by mutual feedback
and governed by laws which might influence the individual agents only in a joint
setting with an interaction partner.

To produce similar behaviour in human-robot teams, the structure of the final
interaction has been mostly superimposed on the robotic agent as described in
Sec. 3.1.4. By predefining dynamical systems that can immerse themselves in
synchronous behaviour, the robot is able to couple physically with the human.
Similar, approaches towards joint attention and turn-taking are governed by
superimposing a reactive process onto the robot that imitates human behaviour.

To my mind, emergent coordination between agents should not rely on such
artificial structures but arise out of mutual interconnectivity, exactly as the defi-
nition of emergence requires. According to the socSMC theory, these social cog-
nitive mechanisms should arise through sensorimotor coupling between agents,
governed by mutual prediction and feedback. As discussed in the introduction
(see Sec. 1.2), prediction is inherently important to human cognition and the
main foundation I want to base this theory of social intelligence on. Following
the literature in artificial intelligence and computational cognitive science, I will
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Figure 4.2: A conceptual approach towards social interaction between agents illustrated
using the example of musicians. The intrinsic motivation to be able to predict future
states of the world governs the hierarchy. The generative process of world events, here
the actual music instrument and its player, are modelled by a generative model, here
the music notes. Active inference uses this model to find the optimal change U in the
system which will lead to the desired next state in the notes which is then generated
in the model and the real world process. Active social inference implies to use the
internal generative models to make predictions about others, in this case other musicians.
Shared representations, such as the notes everyone is playing to, help to coordinate the
interaction.

assume that humans can be viewed as rational agents and that robots are de-
signed to follow the laws of rational agents. As this view renders human and
robot to be from the same species, the general discussion will concentrate on
agent-agent interaction without further specifications.

Definition of a rational agent

According to Norvig and Russell [140], facing any possible percept sequence,
a rational agent should be able to select an action which is optimal with respect
to the expected outcome. This implies that the agent must be equipped with a
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performance measure, e.g. cost or reward functions, which are placed in a prob-
abilistic setting such that their conditional expected value can be determined.
Thus, the uncertainty about state-action pairs is represented by the expected
value of random variables or functions thereof. The performance measure itself
should encode the preferences of the agent in terms of e.g energy consumption,
survival of the individual or accomplishing a goal state. In order to determine
the confidence or risk of an action, Bayesian decision theory provides the tools
to choose the Bayesian optimal action given the sequence of past observations.

Intrinsic motivation for social behaviour

Two factors influence the intrinsic motivation of social interaction of humans.
Firstly, people like people that are like themselves [59]. In evolutionary terms,
the more similar the individual is to its peers in the same group, the more easy
it is to discern between friend and foe. Friendships are very often determined
by the degree of similar interests two people have or the amount of common
friends they share or the shared environment they both spend time in. If two
people come from a similar social or economical background, it is easier and
more natural for them to empathise and give emotional comfort in times of
distress. Furthermore, another’s reaction evoked by for example some political
event can be predicted more accurately when a common view on politics has been
established. Consequently, the second important aspect of social behaviour has
been introduced, predictability, illustrated at the top of Fig. 4.2.

The aim of a rational agent is to act optimally based on an expectation
in a probabilistic framework which implies that any uncertainty regarding this
estimate should be as small as possible. Thus, the internal models of the rational
agent will be refined in the presence of a high level of uncertainty and prediction
errors. A second agent introduces a large amount of uncertainty as both its
actions and the resulting changes in the environment can only be approximated
and never determined beforehand.

These two aspects constitute a basis for intrinsic motivation which results
in emergent social coupling. Assuming that both co-actors are rational agents
equipped with this intrinsic motivation, the coupling arises naturally. Both
agents have the preference to minimize the uncertainty about their partners
behaviour. Additionally, both agents have internal models, which they use to
generate predictions about the next state of the world. In order to predict
the others’ actions, a good strategy is to adjust one’s own internal models and
make them as similar to the others’ internal models as possible. This is a circular
process. Agent A wants to predict Agent B, so A adjusts itself to be more similar
to B. Simultaneously, B follows the same goals and tries to become more similar
to A. Through this coupling, e.g. by subconscious imitation and reciprocal
information flow, a common ground is formed which enables both agents to
predict the others’ actions.

In order to increase the predictive power of one’s own internal models, a
constant sampling of salient cues helps to focus computational resources. Gaze
and pointing gestures lead attention to salient environmental factors while facial
expressions can mirror internal processes in the partner.

This constant sampling and prediction of future actions can influence the ob-
servers own actions as both action and perception depend on related and over-
lapping brain mechanisms. During a repetitive task with identical movement
patterns, the prediction of perceptual change induced by the co-actors motion
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and the internal action generation processes is highly coupled such that synchro-
nization emerges. Even in the presence of mere perceptual feedback without an
explicit task structure, the tendency to predict the actions of others’ can give
rise to synchronous behaviour.

4.1.2 Active inference

The question is now, what the overall structure of the above proposed internal
models is. In the following, I will introduce the concept of active inference [57] -
the idea that actions are utilized to align one’s sensory input and its causes in the
real world with internal models and beliefs about the current state. At first, I
will describe the general concepts behind this approach based on [54, 55, 57] and
continue with how this can be applied to a multi-agent setting. In the framework
of Fig. 4.2, active inference constitutes the middle block, combining the ideas
of a generative process, generative models and inference in order to determine
optimal actions.

A generative process

At any given moment, the perceptual input of an agent is only a noisy,
limited image of the real world. Thus, the environment is the generative process
that creates all sensations of the agent. A change in the environment causes a
perceptual change. As actions have an impact on the world state, the agent is,
through its actions, also part of the generative process. In Fig. 4.2, the generative
process is exemplified by a musician and his instrument. Any movement of the
arm translates into a change of the instrument and produces a tone, and thus
an auditory perceptual change.

Any other changes, not produced by one’s own actions, have hidden causes,
such as physical or biological processes or the cognitive decisions of another
agent. These hidden causes are unknown to the perceiving agent and increase
the level of uncertainty about the world state. A rational agent has to incorporate
knowledge about the hidden causes of events in order to approximate a valid cost
function. This knowledge does not have to be an explicit representation of the
latent states but describe consistent correlations between events. Since actions
have to follow perceptual input within a very limited time frame, predictive
internal models are needed that generate the optimal action given all available
information. Generative models, as described below, have this capacity.

A generative model

"Objects are always imagined as being present in the field of vision
as would have to be there in order to produce the same impression

on the nervous mechanism" - von Helmholtz [75]

The quote above illustrates the concept of generative models within the field
of cognitive modelling. Perception arises through the expectation of sensory
input generated by an internal model about the statistics of the world. Let us
first examine the concept of a generative model in a mathematical setting. A
generative model is a probabilistic framework that, when trained on a data set,
can be used to generate new observations given the learned distribution of the
data. Assume that n observations x1, ...,xn belong to k different classes c1, ..., cn,
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Figure 4.3: a) 20 data points sampled from N1(−1, 0.5) (blue) and N2(1, 0.5) (orange)
respectively. b) The approximated normal distributions of the two classes. c) Newly
generated samples drawn from the estimated distributions.

for example n/2 points sampled from a normal distribution N1(−1, 0.5) and n/2
points sampled from N2(1, 0.5), see Fig. 4.3 a). Based on these samples, the
two distributions can be approximated by a sample mean and variance, depicted
as a scaled version of these approximated normal distributions in Fig. 4.3 b).
For the purpose of classification, i.e. to determine from which class a new data
point originates from, the conditional distribution P (ci|x) of the class i given the
observation can be utilized. But the model gives also the possibility to generate
new samples or predictions of future values by drawing from the estimated joint
distribution P (x, ci), see Fig. 4.3 c).

Due to the generality of the Bayesian approach, all features in these models
are treated as random variables. Thus, the structure generating variables, in
the example above the classes, does not necessarily have to be a fixed entity but
can be a probability distribution over features, states, functions, etc. Genera-
tive models can be applied to both perceptual inference and motion generation,
because they represent general causal relationships of the world. Imagine a ball
rolling on a table and try to predict the future trajectory, see Fig. 4.4. Given the
learned generative models of physics and causal relationships, the prediction of
such events P (future state | past experience) is possible. Altogether, an agent
that is equipped with generative models that represent probability distributions
over observations, actions and latent causes, can predict future sensory input,
sample optimal actions and infer hidden features.

The choice of an optimal action, according to the idea of a rational agent,
is determined by preferences expressed by cost functions. Another approach to
this problem, not requiring the specific assignment of costs, is the idea of active
inference. In this setting, actions are viewed as a change of the distance between
the generative model and a predictive posterior distribution. By selecting the
action that minimizes the distance between the goal distribution of the generat-
ing model and the current state of the system, the two entities are coupled and
influence each other such that optimal behaviour can arise. Notice that such a
representation is highly influenced by the theories of embodiment and SMCs, as

Figure 4.4: Imagine a ball rolling on a ta-
ble and try to predict the future trajec-
tory. Given the properties of the object
and general laws of physic, the ball is more
likely to fall down than to continue rolling
in plain air. Generative models of the un-
derlying dynamics can be used to predict
the future outcome of events.
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intelligent behaviour arises automatically through coupled inferential processes
about sensory signals and action.

Active inference

The idea of active inference, also referred to as free energy minimization, was
first introduced by Friston et. al. [55] to give a general account for cognition.
It combines action selection and belief updates in a single framework. This op-
timisation problem minimizes the divergence between the posterior predictive
distribution of action outcomes and prior preferences over future observations
while simultaneously minimizing the uncertainty about the hidden states causing
the final observations. The term ”active inference” arises due to the fact that
actions are used to alter the properties of internal distributions until they cor-
respond to a preferred distribution. In abstract terms of approximate inference,
this process attempts to match a distribution with an initial parameter setting
to another distribution with another parameter setting, by gradually adjusting
the initial distribution to minimize the difference between covered probability
masses. These adjustments are here accomplished by optimal action choice, i.e.
by actively selecting the action that minimizes this difference.

First, let us introduce the mathematical notation following Friston et. al.
[57]. In a discrete setting, active inference is based on the tuple
(P,Q,R, S,A, U,O), where

• S is a finite set of hidden states

• A is a finite set of actions

• U is a finite set of control states

• O is a finite set of observations

Furthermore, let {x}1:t denote a sequence of observations {x}1:t = {x1, ...xt}
from a finite set X. Assume that the generative process is developing according
to the probability distribution R({o}1:t, {s}1:t, {a}1:t). The generative model m,
representing the agent, is defined as the distribution P ({o}1:t, {s}1:t, {u}1:t|m)
with parameters θ. As can be seen from this formulation, changes in the gen-
erative process are produced by actions, while changes in the generative model
follow control states. For action selection, an approximate posterior distribution
Q({u}1:t, {s}1:t) over the hidden and control states is parametrized by a policy
π ∈ {1, ....K} that indexes the control states ({u}1:t|π). This distribution can
be used to make predictions about future outcomes given a policy, such as

Q(st+1|π) = EQ(st)[P (st+1|st, π)] the predicted hidden state, (4.1)
Q(ot+1|π) = EQ(st+1|π)[P (ot+1|st+1)] the predicted observation, (4.2)

Q(st+1, ot+1|π) = P (ot+1|st+1) Q(st+1|π) the predictive likelihood of the (4.3)
generative model.

In order to find an optimal action, the agent needs to iteratively update its pos-
terior beliefs and to select actions according to these optimized beliefs. Thus,
it needs to minimize an energy term F ({o}1:t, {s}1:t, {π}1:t) with respect to
the estimated policy {π}∗1:t and sample an action according to P (at = ut) =
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Q(ut|{π}∗1:t). The energy term is defined as

F ({o}1:t, {s}1:t, {π}1:t) =
EQ[−ln(P ({o}1:t, {s}1:t, {π}1:t|m))]−H(Q({u}1:t, {s}1:t)),

(4.4)

where the first term represents the expected energy with respect to the generative
model and the second term is the expected entropy of the generative model.
While the first term encourages a pragmatic behaviour that selects the expected
goal directed action, the second term introduces an explorative aspect which
facilitates sampling of new information. For example, it is believed that gaze and
saccades are driven by such an explorative scheme, that utilizes eye movements
to actively maximize information gain and reduce uncertainty. Additionally, the
formulation in Eq. 4.4 is equivalent to

F ({o}1:t,{s}1:t, {π}1:t) =
− ln(P ({o}1:t|m)) +DKL[Q({u}1:t, {s}1:t), P ({u}1:t, {s}1:t|{o}1:t)],

(4.5)

which implies that the negative logarithm of the evidence given modelm is upper-
bounded by the free energy. Furthermore, the energy term F ({o}1:t, {s}1:t, {π}1:t)
is optimized by minimizing the Kullback-Leibler divergence between the true pos-
terior over hidden and control states and the approximated posterior. (Recall
that the Kullback-Leibler divergence has been introduced before and is illus-
trated on the example of normal distributions in Fig. 3.3.) Finally, the action
generating expected free energy Q(ut|{π}1:t) can be expressed as

Q(ut|{π}1:t) = −EQ(st|πt)[H(P (ot|st)] +DKL[Q(ot|πt), P (ot|m)]. (4.6)

Thus, the control state that minimizes the expected free energy, minimizes the
expected uncertainty over observations given the hidden states and the diver-
gence between the predictive posterior and the desired posterior distribution.

This desired distribution can be influenced by prior beliefs and preferences in
a hierarchical manner such that higher order cognitive processes can guide the
lower order active inference level. In other words, if the goal state of the agent is
observation ot, e.g. that an object has a certain location, the policy πt associated
with the control state ut which minimizes the difference between the current
belief state Q(ot|πt) and the goal configuration P (ot|m) can be determined. As
the predicted uncertainty over the action outcome is also taken into account, the
agent will act conservative and maintain a stable behaviour.

Active social inference

In this part, the last concept depicted in Fig. 4.2 is presented, active social
inference, which relies on the mathematical concepts derived for active inference
but is extended towards a multi-agent setting.

Assuming that cognition is dominated by continuous predictive inference of
sensory states and the preference of uncertainty minimization, even social inter-
action should emerge through these inferential processes. The structure of gen-
erative models as introduced above depends on observations gathered by sensing
the environment, e.g. vision, but also proprioceptive, interoceptive signals that
depend on body-internal states such as applied force and joint configuration.
These signals change the belief over hidden states, provide predictive error for
system adjustments and evoke optimization through action.
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Figure 4.5: The state of the generative process at time t is observed and approximated by
the hidden state distribution of the generative model. The distribution over the location
of the blue brick deviates from the preferred location. Therefore, the approximate
posterior distribution is used to find the optimal control state u which minimizes the
distance between the current and the goal distribution. The optimal control state u
gives rise to the optimal action a, here moving the brick, which has an impact on the
generative process and leads to the preferred goal state.

As we assumed that all agents are rational and obey the same laws, we can
conclude that other agents act according to the same Bayes-optimal inferential
processes as the observing agent. Thus, the observing agent can employ its
own generative models to predict other agents future behaviour. Exteroceptive
signals, such as visual and auditory input, are mainly shared between the agents
although the perspective on the scene might differ. Interoceptive signals on the
other hand, are only known to the individual but can sometimes be expressed
by communicative signals such as facial expressions or be inferred by muscle
activity and bodily motion. Relying only on exteroceptive signals, an observing
agent is still able to predict actions reliably based on its internal models [56].
The difference in the prediction is that the own interoceptive signals have to be
ignored. Simultaneously, beliefs over the other agents internal signals can be
derived from observations and similarity to individual states.

In this setting, social inference emerges from the internal goal to minimize
surprise of external events. As both agents are coupled with the environment
through their internal states and sensory observations, they are also coupled to
each other by constant mutual prediction and incorporation. In the first part
of this section, I argued for a second motivational force that drives social inter-
action - the wish to be alike. Obviously, this motivation is not independent of
uncertainty-minimization. The more alike the driving processes of two agents
are, the easier it is to predict the others’ next action. However, this inferential
machine is a dynamical system being drawn towards stable states and avoiding
radical changes to the system that might enforce similarity between agents. In-
stead, subtle changes of internal models and the tuning of hierarchical beliefs
about goals and intentions of the other agent might constitute a compromise
between total adaptation and individual preferences of stability. How can these
subtle changes of internal models be brought about?
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It is important to keep in mind that a minimization of surprise given the
generative models can be accomplished in two ways. Firstly, as discussed in
length, the Bayes-optimal action towards a lower free-energy level can be sampled
from predictive posterior distributions. The second alternative is to change the
parameters of the model such that divergence is decreased. Commonly, this
parametric change represents a learning process which changes internal dynamics
to mimic the statistics of the world more accurately. In addition, higher-level
preferences such as reward signals can drive these changes towards the desired
behaviour.

Imagine a mirror tracing task where the objective is to follow a pattern with
a pen while solely relying on a mirrored image of the hand movements. In this
scenario, the visual observations do not match the proprioceptive patterns nor
the predictions based on the predictive posterior over actions. Trying to decrease
the discrepancy between prediction and sensation will not be accomplished by
the usually optimal action. Instead, the parameter settings of these distributions
need to be adjusted in order to draw with a lower error rate. Initially, this task
craves a lot of attention until it is automated and integrated into the action
repertoire of the actor. Similar learning processes might give rise to adjustments
of internal models towards the perspective of an observed agent. Once learned,
these changes of internal models are retrievable and applicable when actions of
others’ need to be inferred, while maintaining separate inferences for one’s own
actions.

In this setting, the approximate posterior distributionQ({u}1:t, {s}1:t), which
is minimized with respect to {u}1:t in the free energy as defined in Eq. 4.4, needs
to incorporate the distinct estimation of the other agents behaviour. This ap-
proximation can utilize parametric settings different from the current parameters
determining the observing agents behaviour and can be influenced by different
prior beliefs. The predicted outcome has to be incorporated into the hidden
state approximation {s}1:t.

Furthermore, the predictive power of the interaction partner has to be con-
sidered. Making oneself predictable for the other agent, e.g. by adjusting kine-
matics, confines the final action space of the other agent, which in turn makes
it more predictable in the long run. Thus, signalling actions should be endowed
with a higher prior probability.

Only now, the Bayes-optimal action for the observing agent can be generated.
In conclusion, the active inferential machine has to incorporate the approxima-
tion of other’s actions into its own models. Otherwise, the agent at hand would
not be rational. It would not attempt to minimize its uncertainty about fu-
ture states which implies that it would not act according to its preferences and
consequently not act rational.

4.1.3 Shared representations

Active social inference can be facilitated by a shared state representation such
that both agents share a common ground. In Fig. 4.2, this shared represen-
tation are the musical notes that guide all musicians through a piece of music.
Additionally, each musician has his or her own action space as the notes need
to be mapped into appropriate movements for the respective instrument. How
these shared latent representations can be learned in computational terms will
be presented below. Furthermore, I will give account for how to form shared
task representations for planned coordination.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 4.6: a) Neural latent space: The activity of a motor related neural population
projected onto a latent space, adopted from [34]. b) The motion of a ”high-five” inter-
action pattern can be divided into with shared and individual latent spaces, adopted
following work in [38]. c) Shared latent spaces: Human and robot walking patterns
depend on the state of shared latent variables, adopted from [153].

Shared latent spaces

A special case of using one’s own models to predict a co-actors movement
is when the same motion patterns are to be generated. Such scenarios include
hand-waving or shaking, dancing but also walking next to each other or attend-
ing towards the same stimulus. Many motion patterns can be described by a
small number of degrees of freedom. Walking is governed by a single dynami-
cal variable, an underlying oscillation, that drives motion in a high-dimensional
space. In fact, this representation can be found in the encoding by motor-related
neural populations. In Fig. 4.6 a), the activity of such a population is projected
onto a low-dimensional latent space. The circular trajectories in this space rep-
resent the neural dynamics underlying the walking pattern and demonstrate a
single degree of freedom [34]. Dimensionality reduction techniques aim in gen-
eral at finding a representation of the data which preserves as much information
as possible such that a mapping from the latent space to the original dimensions
implies as little loss as possible.

When hand waving, both the observing and the observed agent generate
motion patterns that obey the same dynamical parameter. At the same time,
the different embodiments of the agents afford an individual mapping into the
respective motion space. Furthermore, both actors might carry individual vari-
ability in their movement patterns which needs to be preserved. Thus, a joint
action in this setting can be represented by a shared latent space - describing
the shared dynamics, an individual latent space - taking into account individual
differences, and independent mappings from these spaces into the action spaces.
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In Fig. 4.6 b), this principle is depicted for an interactive scenario of a high-five
recorded with motion-capture. With help of Deep Gaussian Processes, the ac-
tion is mapped into a shared and two private latent spaces which map to the
joint configuration of the two actors respectively [38].

As this is a very general approach, the same technique can be used to rep-
resent human and robot motion patterns in a shared latent space with agent
specific mappings onto the individual high-dimensional action spaces, see Fig
4.6 c) [153].

When this shared representation has been established, the interaction partner
is easily predictable and actions and intentions can be recognized by mapping the
current state into the low-dimensional embedding. As both action observation
and generation share the same manifold, subconscious imitation and emergent
synchronization will arise naturally.

Similarly, emerging phenomena such as mutual gaze, shared attention and
turn-taking can be encoded in this latent fashion. The shared latent space pro-
vides us with a tool of modelling two or more agents with a joint probability
distribution P (Agent1, Agent2) which we can condition on observations of one
of the agents to predict the state of the partner (Agent1|Agent2)P (Agent2). In
turn-taking for example, the currently active agent can direct the probability
mass towards a turning event when it attempts to change roles.

Shared task spaces

Active inference builds on the notion of hierarchical models in which action
is only a means to fulfil predictions induced by high-level prior beliefs. In this
setting, goal-directed behaviour is guided by advanced cognitive processes which
propose a preferred state of the system and are reciprocally informed about
performance and error messages. A joint, goal-directed task setting requires
the inclusion of the co-actors into action planning. Before any decision about
the next action can be made, the current state of the interaction partner needs
to be inferred. In this dynamical process, the representation of the task space
needs to be constantly updated. Another complicating factor is that the action
sequence leading to the goal might be arbitrary. Imagine a baking scenario - here
it might not matter whether flour or sugar is added first but the butter should be
melted before and not after adding it to the dough. Although a predetermined
minimal set of actions lead to the desired goal, the actions of the co-actor are
highly unpredictable. Without specific modelling, the action choice resembles a

Figure 4.7: A hierarchical model of goal-directed action planning. Based on the current
observation, the current belief state (the ith λi model) of the co-actor needs to be
inferred, adopted from [129].
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uniform draw without replacement from a set of actions. Therefore it is inevitable
to include inferences about the co-actors action plan into one’s own hierarchical
model. Inferring a shared task plan that is dynamically updated with respect
to new observations is necessary to produce optimal task performance in a joint
setting.

Shared representations in this hierarchical view have been described and
applied by Pezzulo et. al [129]. In this work, the task of the observing agent is to
infer the task plan of an active agent in a tower-building task. Only the observed
agent is aware of the correct order of coloured stones. Thus, the observer has
to form beliefs about the structure given current and past observations. In this
model, intentions and context are clearly distinguished from low-level action
generation and control which resembles the active inference setting, see Fig. 4.7.

In human-robot interaction, active collaboration and shared task settings are
rarely touched upon. In my opinion, this is mainly caused by missing tools to
provide the team with a shared representation of action and task spaces. The
robot can only take an active role if it is equipped with the cognitive capacity to
take the co-actor into account and to model affordances, effort and action spaces
of other agents. An embodied approach to this enables the agent to infer these
properties based on its own internal models without an additional inferential
machine. Thus, in order to render active inference in joint settings possible, the
robot needs to have learned generative models beforehand. These models should
reflect human action generation and signalling behaviour.

The theory behind active inference carries mathematical beauty but the ac-
tual applicability in more than simulation studies is questionable. In the follow-
ing, I will therefore discuss how to implement the developed theory of interaction
in real-world experiments.

4.2 SocSMC - An experimental approach

In the previous section, I have argued for an inferential approach to social in-
teraction that can model the uncertainty inherent in the system. However, the
discussion was of theoretical nature. Therefore, I will now transfer the presented
framework into real world settings of human-robot interaction and demonstrate
how the concepts of active social inference can be implemented in a robotic
agent.

4.2.1 Learning how to be human - An example

Nobody teaches a child to smile when it observes someone else smiling. Nobody
teaches it explicitly to focus on the eyes of an interaction partner for social
cues. Nobody tells it to help another person by reaching for a nearby object
and handing it over. Still, children start performing all of these examples at
some time point in their development. They are able to learn how other humans
function because they share a common physiology, a common environment and
common interests. Even if most behaviours seem to emerge spontaneously, they
are often learned with time. Obviously, we cannot assume to create human-
like cognition with algorithms alone while a human brain needs 25 years to be
fully developed - 25 years filled with rich experiences and practice of motor
and cognitive skills. Nevertheless, if we want to integrate robots in human
interactions, the robot needs to possess a certain degree of understanding of
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the human mind. These internal models should carry the predictive and shared
characteristics as described in the last section.

How can we create these complicated computational models of predictive
inference and shared latent spaces? The concepts as introduces above have one
immense advantage - they do not depend on the embodiment of the agent. Thus,
while learning shared latent spaces requires the incorporation of the robotic
agent, the model structure of the high-level interaction and signalling can be
derived on only the basis of human action data.

Facial expressions

Let me exemplify this by studying facial expressions and gaze, two irre-
placeable information sources of human emotion and social signalling, in detail.
Without a thorough understanding of what the expression of an co-actor can
tell about his or her internal state, collaboration on an eye-to-eye level is hard
to establish. Given a robotic interface with a certain degree of facial expressions
and gaze-direction, principles learned with human data can be mapped to this
embodiment to test the validity of the models in close interaction with humans.

Reaching and grasping a glass of water requires at its maximum 35 muscles
in hand and arm and the movement is constrained by kinematic laws. Both a
multitude of proprioceptive channels and visual feedback can guide the action
in a constant prediction-error loop.

In contrast, facial expressions are controlled by 43 facial muscles resulting in
a near to infinite combination of muscle contractions. Feedback is only provided
by proprioceptive sensations and can not simply be correlated to events in the
environment. Nevertheless, facial expressions have developed to be a powerful
and fast means with which we communicate inner states and emotions to our
environment. Although the only meaningful feedback regarding an expression is
given by the reaction of other agents, facial expressions follow social norms and
hierarchical structures [78]. A human has the ability to recognize a facial expres-
sion with 200 ms [149] implying that communication via this channel reaches the
limits of computational time in the brain. When disregarding facial expressions
in human-robot interaction, one of the most important information channels is
cut.

A computational framework that maps facial expressions to their underlying
meaning must be able to detect correlations between different muscle groups with
help of e.g motion capture data. It is important to keep in mind that, although
they are controlled independently, muscle activity is highly correlated across ex-
pression and social populations. While a questioning face depicts risen eyebrows
and a contraction of the mouth, a smile is reflected both by the mouth and
eyes. Thus, salient areas in the face need to be detected and their interrelations
need to be uncovered. Latent spaces and dimensionality reduction techniques
seem to be the ideal candidate to map all 43 muscles onto a low-dimensional
representation in which smile and frown are easily distinguishable. Importantly,
the structure should emerge automatically from the data and not be enforced by
the experimental designer. Unsupervised learning of the feature space is more
robust than supervised learning of annotated training examples.

Once such behavioural patterns and properties are sufficiently well under-
stood and modelled, the computational framework can be implemented in a
robotic agent. If we follow the approach of active inference and create a genera-
tive model, not only recognition but also active generation of expressions by the
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robot is possible. The only factor that must be added is the mapping between
the low-dimensional expression space and the embodiment of the robot. Com-
monly, these relations are established by a human imitating the robot such that
human actions are correlated to the robotic equivalent.

4.2.2 Imitating and signalling

Once a basic representation is established, the robot needs to learn to actively
engage in a social setting. For this, the framework requires the ability to predict
human action and signal own intentions. While the underlying action dynamics
on a single-agent level have been mastered, the embedding of these actions in
an interaction context is necessary. In a joint setting, the expressions of two
interacting humans can give clues about how information is transferred between
the co-actors. Joint interhuman activities will provide important data about
mutual gaze, individual attention to certain facial areas and shared attention
between the agents.

A first step towards active participation in a social scenario is the ability
to imitate an co-actor as closely as possible. Subconscious imitation does not
only make the imitator more predictive but gives also insight into the current
inner state of the observed agent. Instead of a “learning by demonstration”
scenario, imitation is here treated less as a pure teacher-learner experience but
as a means of communication. Finding a common ground of understanding
facilitates mutual prediction and confines the infinite space of action possibilities
by social constraints.

While prediction of human activities is studied in fields of computer vision,
embodied implementations of human signalling strategies are only rare. How-
ever, without a highly informative robotic motion planner, HRI is impeded by
high uncertainty levels on the human side. In a turn-taking scenario, going one
step past pure imitation, both agents need to act independently but still be
able to pass on or anticipate the torch after or before their turn. Under the
assumption that human-human interaction data can provide us with knowledge
about valid signalling strategies, these can be adapted by the robot - again in
an unsupervised learning fashion.

In a social setting, the action-effect loops studied in the context of SMCs have
to be extended by an additional node. Not only the correlations between action,
perception and effect have to be modelled but also the immediate social implica-
tion and long-term dynamics. Thus, effects of actions imply both changes in the
environment and changes in the internal state of other agents. For example, an
action of gazing at a target object might be followed by the partner looking in
the same direction, detecting and recognizing the object and grasping it. Thus,
a simple eye movement has changed the state of mind of the co-actor from en-
quiring to being ensured and elicited the desired reaction. These socSMCs can
initially be learned based on human-human interaction and be refined in human-
robot interaction. In such experiments we can test whether a pure SMC based
encoding of social information can give rise to high-level interaction patterns.

Propagating human behaviour through the robotic framework has the ad-
vantage that the evaluation of these experiments becomes a matter of similarity
measures and determining information flow. If regularities and reciprocal com-
munication as found in human-human interaction emerge in the human-robot
scenario, the occurrences and structures can be identified and compared to the
original interaction data. Given an appropriate robotic interface and accurate
human data, similarities independent of the embodiment can be determined.
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Figure 4.8: A Chinese Restaurant Process over interactive policies. The upper part
depicts different consecutive action sequences, i.e. adding ingredients to a dough, with
turn taking. The lower par represents the number of observations (black circles) for
each of the clusters.

Additionally, the dynamics found in shared and individual latent action spaces
reveal measures of information flow and interaction fluency.

4.2.3 Interacting on an eye-to-eye level

Until now, the discussion was focused on emerging low-level social interaction.
But the complexity of human social cognition lies in the incorporation of others
into the individual action planning and problem solving processes. In terms of
active inference, hierarchical prior beliefs and preferences that steer action gen-
eration need to be modelled when a robot is supposed to engage in interaction
at equal terms. The question is how to learn optimal policies in the highly arbi-
trary and redundant action space that still take the human actions into account.
The baking example given in Sec. 4.1.3 fits in this context. Optimal action
selection can only be accomplished by taking the interaction history, predictions
about future actions and the task itself into account. One approach to learn poli-
cies in this seemingly infinite action space are non-parametric methods, machine
learning models which grow with the amount of gathered data.

In [110], the Chinese Restaurant Process (CRP) is used to model an ever
growing variety of policies. The CRP builds on the idea that a new observation
can either belong to an already established cluster or be the foundation of a new
cluster with a probability proportional to the size of each cluster. If we assume
that each distinct joint action sequence constitutes one cluster, the optimal policy
for the robot is well-defined given that the identity of the cluster is known.
Since the human might have preferences for specific action sequences and the
task might introduce sequential constraints, some clusters are more likely than
others. In an interaction scenario with repetitive trials, the framework can learn
the distribution over joint policies and at every action selection step determine
which cluster, and thus which policy, is most likely the optimal one given past
observations. If the human introduces an action sequence that has not been
observed before, a new cluster is established for which an optimal policy has to
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be computed. This approach is depicted in Fig. 4.8, in which different joint
policies are clustered and assigned a likelihood of occurrence by the number
of past observations of each sequence. The original CRP is based on the idea
that a new customer in a Chinese restaurant selects a table with a probability
proportional to the number of customers at each table. The grey circles in the
image represent the tables while black circles show the number of customers
gathered at each table. In conclusion, non-parametric models like the CRP are
an expedient tool in policy learning that is facing such a diversified action space.

Provided a suitable interface, actual eye-to-eye collaboration can be estab-
lished. The robotic head Furhat, see e.g. [156], renders this possible. As shown
in Fig. 4.9, Furhat consists of a translucent mask onto which the image of an
animated face is projected. By this, complex facial expressions that appear nat-
ural to an observer can be generated without the need of mechanical details.
Furthermore, the head is situated on a mechanical neck such that attention and
directed speech are mediated by gaze and head pose. In this setting, one of
the most natural forms of human-human communication, facial expressions and
gaze, can be controlled and studied. Although Furhat is provided with an auto-
matic dialogue system, the main objective of study is here how turn-taking and
joint attention guide a conversation. As an example, the scene that is depicted
in Fig. 4.9 shows how children are playing a sorting game in close collaboration
with the robot. A fluent interaction is only possible if sensorimotor signals are
sent and interpreted in a human-like manner.

Importantly, as the action space of the humans is confined to the touch screen
between the participants and the robot, eye-gaze and attention can be correlated.
By this, joint attention in a human-robot setting can be established. As the
variables of the interaction are well-defined and trackable, effects of different
implementations and behavioural finesses of the robot can be studied and refined.
The common goal of finding a solution in the game setting is well-suited to study
human-robot collaboration in which the robot is an active decision taker. While
the mechanical degrees of freedom are reduced to head movements, the projection
of facial expressions allows for a multitude of interaction policies that can be
compared. Research in this area can aim at designing robotic interfaces that can
autonomously communicate in real world scenarios. The natural appearance

Figure 4.9: Children playing an interactive game with the robotic head Furhat, adopted
from [156].
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serves an acceptance of the robot as an equal conversation partner. With this
background, the study of sensorimotor communication in HRI will enhance the
subjective experience and smooth, fluent interaction patterns can emerge.

4.2.4 Fooling a human into believing
In the year 2014, the first time in history a computer program passed the Turing
Test.

This version of the Turing Test implies that human judges have to commu-
nicate with another agent via a computer chat program for five minutes. The
agent can either be human or a computer program. All participants are left in
the dark regarding the identity of the agent. Thereafter, the participants have
to indicate whether they were talking to a human or a machine. If more than
30 % of all subjects are fooled into thinking that they were talking to a human
although it was the computer program, this program passes the Turing Test
[163].

What distinguished the chat program that broke the barrier with 33 % from
other attempts was that it impersonated a 13-year old polish boy. Thus, mistakes
in language could be excused and a lack of knowledge be blamed on the age.
Furthermore, the thorough implementation of a persona with identity and family
background gave the impression of an existing person.

These facts pinpoint the limitations of the Turing Test. It cannot be seen
as a test for artificial intelligence but as an imitation of human behaviour. The
decision whether the chat partner has been human or artificial is therefore only a
classification problem based on evidence accumulation supported by prior beliefs.
Classification models have shortly been discussed in the generative model part
of Sec. 4.1.2. Let us denote the human with H, the computer with C and with
Obs the observed behaviour of agent A . Furthermore, let the guess about the
agents identity made by the participant be A∗. Then the Turing test down to
the decision problem

P (A∗ = H | Obs,A = C) > P (A∗ = C | Obs, A = C). (4.7)

Keep in mind that it does not matter whether a human is classified as a computer.
The only important factor is the classification of a computer encounter. By Bayes
Theorem, this problem can be transformed into

P (Obs | A∗ = H,A = C)P (A∗ = H)
P (Obs) >

P (Obs | A∗ = C, A = C)P (A∗ = C)
P (Obs) .

(4.8)
We assume that the prior probability of talking to a human or a computer is
P (A∗= H) = P (A∗ = C) = 0.5. Thus, both the prior and the denominator
cancel out and we obtain

P (Obs | A∗ = H,A = C) > P (Obs | A∗ = C, A = C). (4.9)

As computer scientists we aim at the equation above to hold true and want
to maximize the difference between the two probabilities. How can we achieve
this? We know that the left hand sight of the equation is upper bounded by the
probability of the observations being classified as and having been generated by
a human. Nothing is more human than a human. Thus, we have

P (Obs | A∗ = H,A = H) ≥ P (Obs | A∗ = H, A = C). (4.10)
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By modelling the computer agent as human-like as possible, we increase the
distance in Eq. 4.9 and decrease the distance in Eq. 4.10. If the machine is as
human-like as possible, the inequality in Eq. 4.10 becomes an equality and the
Turing Test is easily passed.

As humans put a large amount of prior knowledge about human and machine
behaviour into this decision problem, we need to consider how to fit the machine
model to match these prior assumptions - how to fool the human into believing.
In a natural language setting, the challenge of modelling all prior knowledge that
a human brings into a conversation is a huge challenge. Not only has the language
with all its syntactic and semantic rules have to be modelled. But a whole
personality has to be produced that can act spontaneously and is consistent.
Therefore, the 13-years old boy impersonating chat program did pass the Turing
Test. It represented prior assumptions sufficiently well and could cover up its
incompleteness with excuses.

In nonverbal communication, the complexity of prior belief modelling appears
to be simpler. Instead of complex structure and personality, all the agent needs
to incorporate are sensorimotor signals. But while natural language is highly
studied and a persona could be basically copied from whichever book you like,
sensorimotor communication has not yet been quantified to the same extend.
Therefore, an implementation in an embodied agent is not as straight forward
as one might initially believe.

Let us imagine a simple interaction game in which a human and another
agent have to jointly manipulate an object in order to reach a common goal. A
labyrinth game in which a ball has to be navigated through a labyrinth on a
jointly held surface might be well suited for this scenario. If a human subject is
equipped with a device in front of the eyes that displays the state of the game and
if the human is deprived of any other visual or auditory cues, we can accomplish
a Turing Test like setting. The human subject is asked to play the game together
with another agent, human or robot, and has to classify the playmate afterwards.
Which cues could give the robot away? How can we fool the human? First
of all, smoothness, velocity and acceleration profiles of human motion need to
be imitated. But this game setting requires more, it postulates the need for
an understanding of sensorimotor signalling and communication. The optimal
action at any point in time has to be inferred with both the game state and
human future actions in mind. Neither a completely passive, compliant nor a
selfish, rude agent will be tolerated. Additionally, the roles of leader and follower
might switch during the play. Action profiles of the human team player need to
be learned within the first minutes or even seconds of the game. Computational
frameworks such as game theory might help to design strategic behaviour. Less
research foundation can be found with respect to how to convert the sensorimotor
signals into valid policies that appear to be human-like.

Braun et al. [25] are among the few who have investigated sensorimotor
interaction in a game theoretic viewpoint. In a sensorimotor version of the Pris-
oners’ dilemma they found that interacting humans settle in a Nash equilibrium
- nobody gains from changing strategy if all other players stay with their pol-
icy. Furthermore, the players showed learning effects and improved their reward
gain over a number of trials. In contrast, individual players playing bi-manually
did exhibit cooperative strategies, similar to two-player results in the original
Prisoners’ dilemma. The authors point out that incomplete information and
feedback might influence the strategic choice. In a pure sensorimotor setting the
estimation of reward and the action of the other player is less intuitive and the
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signals are rather noisy. Therefore, coordination is harder to achieve.
With a set of different sensorimotor games, Braun et al. [26] found that

coordinated game play was significantly more frequent than uncoordinated in-
teractions. Importantly, learning effects resulted in stereotypical coordination
patterns which led to higher winning chances. Information theoretic measures
such as mutual information and joint entropy revealed that the information flow
between participants increased over trials. These example studies show the im-
portance of studying human-human interaction and its influences in order to
produce a robotic imitator that can fool a human partner.

As pointed out above, the Turing Test is less a test of general artificial intel-
ligence but a measure of how well a machine can imitate this behaviour. This
subtle difference makes the Turing Test applicable to any human-agent interac-
tion scenario. As long as the machine imitates human communication behaviour,
the Turing Test is a valid measure of performance.
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Chapter 5

Experiments

In the previous sections of this work, we have explored the mechanisms of human-
human and human-robot interaction in terms of non-verbal communication and
sensorimotor contingencies. Opposing this low-level approach to social cognition
are ideas building on the incorporation of higher order inferences. The theory-
theory postulates that social cognition is based on the notion of mental states,
such as beliefs, desires and knowledge, and the idea that humans ascribe these
states to themselves and others. The theory-theory claims that humans have
a predefined theory about others’ behaviour with which they infer the current
goals, mental states and optimal action of other agents [43]. The term theory-
theory stands for the theory of having a theory about mental states, the theory
of mind. This theory forming can be extended to hierarchical inferences about
others, see Fig. 5.1. As an example, during game play the current player might
have to infer the inferences made by the opponent about his own goals in order
to plan the optimal action [39].

A SMC approach to social cognition on the other hand aims at explaining
such phenomena with basic action-effect correlations, involving ones own forward
and inverse models to predict future actions. As the body’s internal motor gen-
erating models are claimed to be involved in this prediction, this idea is referred
to as simulation-theory, see also Sec. 2.2.2. While low-level motion predictions
are well-explained with the simulation-theory, higher-order interaction, such as
strategic game playing, are rarely addressed in these terms. However, one of the
main motivations of socSMCs is that SMCs can account for seemingly high-level
cognitive functions.

In this section, I will develop a generative model for action generation and

Figure 5.1: The theory of mind postulates that humans infer the mental states of others
and can do this in a hierarchical fashion, such as “I think, that you think, that I think,
that you think,...”.
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prediction that is based on active inference and affordances, two SMC concepts.
Instead of mentalizing and knowledge inference, I argue that memory of basic
action-effect patterns is sufficient to predict actions of a co-actor. The model will
be tested on a simulation of a well-known false-belief test, often used in psycho-
logical research, especially associated with autism. In the following, I will first
introduce the concepts behind false-belief tests and existing computational mod-
els. Subsequently, I will introduce the SMC based model for action prediction
and its performance in a simulation experiment.

5.1 False beliefs and the Theory of mind

The theory of mind postulates that humans infer mental states of others, e.g.
infer what other agents belief to be the current state of the world. False-belief
tests are usually making use of human-human interaction scenarios in which one
of the co-actors is tricked into believing the state to be different from reality.
These scenarios can be presented to the subject with only vocal, only visual or
vocal and visual stimuli. In the last case, a story is acted by e.g. dolls. The
task of a subject is to track and infer the beliefs of the involved characters and
to notice that one of the actors has a false belief over the state of the world.

The Sally-Anne test

One early, often used example to investigate the theory of mind is the Sally-
Anne test [15]. This story is told to a subject, often enacted with help of dolls.
As shown in Fig. 5.2, Sally and Anne are in a room with two boxes and one
marble. Sally puts the marble into one of the boxes and leaves the room. In her
absence, Anne takes the marble out of the first box and puts it into the second
box. When Sally comes back the subject is asked where she will look for the
marble. Since the object was moved during her absence, she has a false belief

Figure 5.2: The Sally-Anne test
is a false-belief test used in med-
ical diagnosis and research. It is
a story, told to a subject as fol-
lows. The scenario consists of two
actors, Sally and Anne, two boxes
and one marble. Sally puts it into
one of the boxes and leaves the
scene. Anne takes the marble from
the original location and puts it
into the other box. After Sally has
come back, the subject is asked
where Sally will look for the mar-
ble. Figure adopted from [31]
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about the current state of the world. Thus, the Sally-Anne test is passed if the
subject answers with the first box and failed if the subject points to the current
location of the marble.

False belief understanding in autistic children and healthy infants

As this test is highly associated with the idea of a theory of mind, it has
been used to investigate when infants and children start to have concepts of
others’ minds. The Sally-Anne test is usually passed by children at the age of
four, but not three, while other false-belief tests hint to an even younger age
[11]. Furthermore, it has been repeatedly shown that autistic children perform
poorly in these tests in comparison to healthy children or children with other
disorders. The neurodevelopmental autism spectrum disorder is mostly known
for the caused impairments in social cognition and communication but does also
result in stereotypic behaviour and decelerated development. As depicted in Fig.
5.3, autistic children pass the Sally-Anne test in 20 % of all trials while other
children pass in 85-86 % of all cases. One prominent explanation for why autistic
children fail false-belief tests is that they have an impaired theory of mind which
impedes their ability to track others’ beliefs [15, 161].

Social and past affordances

Most explanatory approaches towards false-belief tests and their implications
rely heavily on the ideas of a theory of mind. This view neglects the fact that
both infants and autistic children lack other cognitive functions which have to
be in place before higher-order inferences of beliefs and mental states can be
accomplished. One aspect is the tracking and memory of others [27]. A lack
of social affordance tracking and memorizing impairs the prediction of another
agent’s future actions at the present time point. Before leaving the room, the box
with the marble offers the affordances of opening and emptying. First of all, these
affordances of the other agent need to be detected by the observer. While Sally
is gone, the state of the world changes, whereas her affordance representation
remains the same. Upon Sally’s return, the past affordances have to be recalled
by the observe in order to make predictions about her future actions.

Tracking affordances instead of beliefs and mental states has the advantage
that the affordance space is shared. This implies that, since the observer is
keeping track of his or her own affordances, the affordances of the co-actor are
mostly identical or complementary to the already established representation.
Therefore, the tracking does not require a huge computational overload. Mental

Figure 5.3: The results of the original study of a theory of mind in autistic children [15].
Both healthy children and children with Down Syndrome show a performance of around
85-86 %, while autistic children pass the test in only 20% of all trials.
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state inference on the other hand is a computationally heavy operation since an
additional representation of mental states has to be formed.

Computational models of the Sally-Anne test

A computational approach towards social cognition serves both the under-
standing of the human mind, but also the implementation of human-like agents
and robots that are able to predict a human interaction partner. Thus, it is of
importance to develop models that are able to account for false-belief inferences.

In [20], a neural network is trained to correctly predict false beliefs. The
input states to this neural network are observations of the current world state,
such as the location of objects and agents. The output state is the predicted
location of where Sally will look for the marble. Thus, this model does not rely
on the notion of theory of mind or belief inference but does simply reflect the
statistical patterns presented in the training data. As the training data consists
of coherent correlations between the presence or absence of an agent and the
location where she will look for the marble, the neural network will pick up on
these cues to decrease prediction error. In conclusion, this model is highly data
dependent and not applicable to real-world scenarios.

Modelling a theory of mind, Goodman et al. [63] differentiate between a
copy theorist (CT) and a perspective theorist (PT). The former model assumes
beliefs to reflect the current state of the world while the later model encodes the
perspective of the agent such that beliefs can deviate from reality. Both of these
agents model others’ beliefs and desires while only the PT takes the variable
of visual access to events into account. A causal Bayesian approach is used to
model the dependencies of beliefs, desires, world state and visual access and to
predict the final action.

The results show that visual access is vital to infer the false belief as only the
PT model makes correct predictions. The model and probability distribution
tables used for the graphical model have been manually designed for this spe-
cific problem. By introducing the extra variable of visual access, the PT gets the
advantage of additional knowledge which results in correct predictions. In exper-
iments with human subjects, this information is always available. Removing the
information about visual access when presenting the story to a human subject
would most probably lead to a failure in the false-belief task even with healthy
participants. If Susan was in the room all the time, anyone would assume she
knows that the marble has been moved and point to the new location. Thus,
this models lacks in explanatory power.

Neither of the two presented models is able to account for the behavioural
findings of false-belief tests in humans. While the first model is highly data
dependent, the second model bases the results on heavy assumptions. Further-
more, none of these models takes the notion of time and memory into account.
Both depend on the current state of the world and on the predefined amount of
information an agent has.

In this work, I will develop an approach based on the idea of socSMCs and the
tracking of past affordances. Applying the concept of active inference presented
in Sec.4.1.2, I will demonstrate how internal generative models can be used to
predict the actions of a co-actor. If both agents share an affordance space, the
prediction of actions given the current affordances is straight forward. If, on the
other hand, one agent is lacking complete knowledge about the current state,
the uncertainty about his or her future actions is high. Therefore, the agent’s
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past affordances have to be incorporated as prior knowledge into the inferential
process in order to reduce this uncertainty. This idea will be explained in detail
in the next section.

5.2 Active inference - A modelling approach
In this section, I will follow the notation introduced in Sec.4.1.2. As a reminder,
let R({o}1:t, {s}1:t, {a}1:t) be the distribution over a finite sequence of obser-
vations {o}1:t, hidden states {s}1:t and actions {a}1:t of the generative process
of events. Furthermore, let P ({o}1:t, {s}1:t, {u}1:t|m) be the generative model
over a finite sequence of observations, hidden states and control states {u}1:t
and Q({u}1:t, {s}1:t) the approximate posterior over hidden states and control
states. The control states are indexed by a policy π. Let us assume, that actions
and control states are discrete variables representing a conceptual action and not
the underlying motion dynamics.

The generative model described here does primarily serve the purpose of
optimal action generation under uncertainty and can secondarily function as a
tool to make inferences over others’ future actions. Thus, the initial discussion
will address the general problem of active inference.

While the minimization of free energy implies both the minimization of ex-
pected uncertainty or surprise and the divergence between the predictive pos-
terior and the desired posterior distribution, I will here only focus on the later
term. Although foraging behaviour is vital for an agent’s survival, I will concen-
trate on goal directed action selection and assume the expected entropy of the
observations to be constant given the hidden states and policy π. This simply
means that no action reveals more information about the state of the world than
any other. For mathematical derivations of the active inference distributions, I
refer to [57].

From observation to hidden state representation

First of all, we require a mapping from the current observational state of
the generative process, i.e. the environment, to the distribution over hidden
states of the generative model. As sensory channels are noisy, let us assume
that observations are noisy replications of the actual state of the world. Let the
current world state vt at time t consist of Nv features, vt = (vt,1, ..., vt,Nv). Then
the current observation ot at time t consists of No features, ot = (ot,1, ..., ot,No),
where

ot,i = vt,i+ni,with the noise ni ∼ N (0, σi) for all i ∈ [1, ...No], No = Nv. (5.1)

Assume that a finite number NS of hidden states exists, denoted by the set
{st} = {s1

t , ..., sNst }. Furthermore, let a hidden state sjt at time t consist of a
finite vector with NF features such that sjt = (sjt,1, ..., s

j
t,NF

). Let each hidden
state be normal distributed with a state specific mean µj ∈ RNF and covariance
matrix Σj ∈ RNF ,NF such that

sj ∼ N (µj ,Σj) for all j ∈ [1, ...NS ]. (5.2)

We assume that all features of both the observations and hidden states can
take the values 0 and 1 such that both variables are encoded as binary signals.
The joint distribution over observations and hidden states P (ot, {st}|π) given a
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Variables at time t

• vt,i - world state feature i, i ∈ [1, ...Nv]

• ni - ith additive noise, i ∈ [1, ...Nw]

• ot,i - observation feature i, i ∈ [1, ...No]

• sj
t,i - ith feature of hidden state j,
i ∈ [1, ...Nf ], j ∈ [1, ...Ns]

• µj - mean of hidden state j, j ∈ [1, ...Ns]

• Σj - mean of hidden state j, j ∈ [1, ...Ns]

Figure 5.4: A graphical representation of the proposed model. The observation features
ot,i depend on the world state vt,i with an additive noise term ni. These observations are
linearly related to the distribution over hidden states sj

t which are normal distributed
with mean µj and covariance Σj .

generative model m and a policy π is approximated by

P (ot, {st}|π) = Q({st}|ot, π)P (ot|m). (5.3)

Let this joint distribution be a mixture of Gaussians such that

Q({st}|ot, π)P (ot|m) =
Ns∑
j=1

P (ot|sjt )Q(sjt ), (5.4)

where Q(sjt ) is the Gaussian distribution defined in Eq. 5.2. The conditional
distribution P (ot|sjt ) is a weight that represents how much a hidden state j has
contributed to the current observation ot. Let us assume that all observations
are equally likely, such that P (ot) is constant and P (ot|sjt ) ∝ P (sjt |ot). If we
suppose that each hidden state sjt is linearly dependent on observation ot with
a given weight vector wj = (wj1, ...w

j
No

), then the probability P (sjt |ot) can be
approximated by

P (sjt |ot) = wjTot∑No
k=1 wkTot

(5.5)

This distribution is multinomial distributed with pj = P (sjt |ot) and
∑Ns
k=1 p

k = 1.
Thus, Eq. 5.4 can be written as

Q({st}|ot, π)P (ot|m) =
Ns∑
j=1

P (sjt |ot)Q(sjt ) (5.6)

=
Ns∑
j=1

pjQ(sjt ) (5.7)

A graphical representation of the presented dependencies is shown in Fig. 5.4. In
conclusion, when a new observation ot has been made, hidden states are updated
as described above. First, the {p} parameters are computed according to Eq. 5.5
for each j ∈ [1, ...Ns]. Subsequently, the individual hidden state values of Q(sjt )
are drawn from the respective normal distribution. The weighted sum results in
a sample of the hidden states at time t given the current observation.
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From hidden states to optimal control state

The optimal control state is determined by minimizing the Kullback-Leibler
divergence DKL[Q(ot|π), P (ot|m)], see Eq. 4.6. We assume the goal distribution
P (ot|m) to be given. Thus, we need to determine the policy π∗ that minimizes
the distance between the approximate posterior distribution Q(ot|π) and the
goal distribution. Notice that

Q(ot|π) =
Ns∑
j=1

Q(ot|sjt , π)Q(sjt |π) (5.8)

=
Ns∑
j=1

P (ot|sjt )Q(sjt |π). (5.9)

The original literature concerned with active inference, tackles this optimization
problem with help of variational inference [57]. As the presented model does only
depend on a discrete action set, it is sufficient to approximate the distributions
with a moment matching approach.

In order to simplify the minimization problem, we will focus on minimizing
the distance between the expected values of the two distributions, i.e. let us aim
at matching the first moment of Eq. 5.9. Given a policy π and the resulting
hidden state estimates st ∼ Q({st}|π), the expectation reduces to the expected
value of the Gaussian mixture weights {p}. The maximum likelihood estimate
of a mixture of Gaussians for a weight pj given the sample st is

p̂j = Q(st|µj ,Σj)∑Ns
k=1Q(st|µk,Σk)

∝ Q(st|µj ,Σj). (5.10)

Furthermore, the same quantity p̂j can be estimated by the expected value
P (sjt |ôt) for an unknown observation ôt as

p̂j = wjT ôt∑No
k=1 wkT ôt

∝ wjT ôt (5.11)

Thus, we are given a set of linear equations {wjT ôt = p̂j} for j ∈ [1, ..., Ns],
which constitute the following system of linear equations

WT ôt = p̂, (5.12)

where W is the weight matrix with W = (w1, ...wNs) and p̂ = (p̂1, ...p̂Ns).
Since we know the elements of W and can determine p̂ with help of Eq. 5.10,
an estimate of the observation ôt given a policy π is determined by

ôt = W−T p̂. (5.13)

Thus, the optimal policy π∗ is determined by sampling the hidden state given
each policy πk for k ∈ [1, ...Nu], st ∼ Q(st|πk), and determining an estimate of
(ôt|πk) according to Eq. 5.13. Then, the optimal policy π∗ chosen according to

π∗ = argminπ ||(ôt|πk)− ot||22, (5.14)

where ||x||22 denotes the squared L2 vector norm and ot ∼, P (ot|m) is the pre-
ferred observation. Notice that minimizing the KL divergence between normal
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distributions with identical covariance matrices equals the squared L2 vector
norm of the distance between their mean vectors.

Following the notation of Friston et al. [57], the optimal action is then
sampled from P (at = ut) = Q(ut|π∗) and executed by the agent in the real
world.

Notice that, while P (ot, {st}|π) does not depend on time steps τ < t, the
distribution of the hidden state given a policy Q(st|π) can depend on τ < t since
Q(st|π) = EQ(sτ )[P (st|sτ , π)], see Eq. 4.2.

From a generative model to optimal prediction of others

According to the theory of active inference, we assume both an observing
and an active agent to obey to the same inferential machine. Therefore, the
observing agent can employ its own internal generative models to predict the
optimal action of its co-actor. The crucial difference is that the distribution
over hidden states might deviate from ones own representation. Therefore, the
observing agent has to incorporate additional information into this distribution
in order to reduce uncertainty. Let the random variable k ∈ K denote this prior
knowledge. Then the approximate posterior distribution for an observed agent
Qobs({s}1:t, {u}1:t|K) over the hidden states, control states and prior knowledge
is given by

Qobs({s}1:t, {u}1:t|K) = Q({u}1:t|{s}1:t)Qobs({s}1:t|K) and (5.15)

Qobs({s}1:t, {u}1:t) =
∫
k∈K

Q({u}1:t|{s}1:t)Qobs({s}1:t|k)∂k (5.16)

Thus, as soon as we have incorporated prior knowledge about the hidden states
into the model we can use the same inferential mechanisms as introduced above
in order to determine an optimal action.

5.3 Past affordances - a simulation experiment
In the previous section I have discussed an active inference approach to optimal
action selection with help of a generative model. In order to demonstrate the ap-
plicability of this model in a real setting, I will perform a simulation experiment
of the false-belief test as introduced in Sec. 5.1. Following the concept of past
affordance tracking [27], I assume the hidden states of the generative model to
represent a distribution over affordances. Given these affordances, the optimal
action, minimizing the distance to the goal state, can be selected. Furthermore,
prior knowledge about an other agent’s past affordances and possible current af-
fordance space can increase the predictive performance of the model. The main
argument is that computationally heavy belief inferences are dispensable in this
context. Instead, socSMC signals suffice to make correct predictions about a
co-actors behaviour.

The goal is to simulate the Sally-Anne story up to the point of Sally’s return
and to let the generative model predict her action given the goal to hold the
marble. If the system is able to make inferences about Sally’s past and current
affordances, it should detect Sally’s false belief and predict accordingly. If, on
the other hand, the model is based on the current set of affordances, it will most
likely choose the actual location of the marble.

In comparison to a real world experiment with a computer vision system that
can track the activity of e.g. a set of dolls enacting the Sally-Anne story, the
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simulation experiment assumes the tracking and vision part to be functional.
Furthermore, we assume that concepts such as affordance and world state recog-
nition have been implemented and are available to the presented model. If this
was not the case, the system would have to learn these relationships previous to
the false-belief experiment.

World representation

With the goal to simulate the story of Sally and Anne, we define the following
state space. Present are two actors, Sally and Anne, as well as a box A and a
box B and a marble. The world state vt is then defined by the following features
with 0 = false and 1 = true.

vt,1 = Marble in Box A ∈ {0, 1}
vt,2 = Marble in Box B ∈ {0, 1}
vt,3 = Marble held by Sally ∈ {0, 1}

vt,4 = Marble held by Ann ∈ {0, 1}
vt,5 = Sally is present ∈ {0, 1}
vt,6 = Anne is present ∈ {0, 1}

Furthermore, let the affordances, i.e. features sjt,i of hidden state j, of an agent
be given by

sjt,1 = Box A is clearable ∈ {0, 1}
sjt,2 = Box A is fillable ∈ {0, 1}
sjt,3 = Box B is clearable ∈ {0, 1}
sjt,4 = Box B is fillable ∈ {0, 1}

sjt,5 = Marble is takeable ∈ {0, 1}
sjt,6 = Marble is puttable ∈ {0, 1}
sjt,7 = Room is leavable ∈ {0, 1}

Additionally, let two hidden state features describe the current state of an agent

sjt,8 = Agent is holding marble ∈ {0, 1} sjt,9 = Agent is present ∈ {0, 1}

The possible action policies of the two agents are defined as

π1 : take(Agent X, box Y, marble), X ∈ {Sally, Ann}, Y ∈ {A, B}
π2 : put(Agent X, box Y, marble), X ∈ {Sally, Ann}, Y ∈ {A, B}
π3 : leave(Agent X), X ∈ {Sally, Ann}
π4 : enter(Agent X), X ∈ {Sally, Ann}

Both agents, Sally and Anne, are equipped with an individual generative
model and hidden states. Let us examine the conditional approximate posterior
distribution at time t, QX({st}|ot) of agent X. This is defined by a mixture
of Gaussians with the mean vectors given by specific state configurations, i.e.
µ1 = (1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1), µ2 = (0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1), etc. Obviously, only pos-
sible combinations need to be included. For example, the marble can only be
takeable if one of the boxes is clearable and if an Agent is not present, she has no
affordances at all. In order to reduce the level of noise, we define the covariance
matrices of the Gaussians to be identical diagonal matrices εI, where ε = 0.1.
The noise with which observations were sampled was also set to σ = 0.1. How-
ever, in the following discussion the noise is omitted for the sake of readability
and clearness.
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Figure 5.5: A draw from the conditional
approximate posterior at time t. From each
jth normal distribution N (µj , σI) a sample
sj is drawn and weighted with pj = wjT ot.
The final sum constitutes the sample st.

Hidden state update

Assume an observation has been made, e.g. in the initial scene Sally is holding
the marble and Anne is present, i.e. o1 = (0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1). The distribution over
hidden states QSally({s1}|o1) is then the weighted sum over the distribution of
specific hidden states as defined in Eq. 5.4. The weight matrix W determining
how much each observation feature contributes to which hidden state and feature
is chosen such that hidden states, representable of the observation, are weighted
higher than very unlikely hidden states. Thus, for the current observation o1 =
(0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1), the hidden state mean µj = (0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1) should have a
larger associated weight pj than µk = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1). An exemplified draw
from this distribution is depicted in Fig. 5.5.

As both agents have to be able to predict each others actions, the hidden
state update does involve tracking the hidden state distribution of the second
agent. Thus, both distributions QXOwn({st}|ot) and QXOther({st}|ot) have to
be computed for X ∈ {Sally, Ann}. This does not create a lot of computational
overload since the affordances are complementary or identical. If the marble
is in a box, it is takeable from this clearable box irrespective of the agent. If
on the other hand one agent has taken the marble, the other agent has no
action possibilities except for leaving the room. Furthermore, let both agents
have a memory of all past events and the associated hidden state estimates for
themselves and their co-actor.

Policy selection

Assume we have observed o1 and computed the conditional approximate
posterior distributions. The next step involves that Sally is assigned the goal to
put the marble into box A, i.e. we need to determine the policy πk that brings
us close to oGoal2 = (1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1). Each policy as defined above takes as input
the current hidden state estimate st and returns changes in the affordance space
that follow the respective policy. In the case of putting the marble into box A,
the takeable feature of the ball will be high while the fillable feature of box B
will be very small. Thus, in general terms, the first step in the optimal policy
selection for an agent model X is to compute

ŝkt+1 = QX({st+1}|{st}, πk) for k ∈ [1, ..4]. (5.17)

Given each of these estimates, the believed changes in the observation state at
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t+1, ôkt+1, can be computed following Eq. 5.13. The optimal policy is determined
by

π∗ = argminπk ||ôkt+1 − oGoalt+1 ||22. (5.18)

Finally, this policy is transformed into an actual action that changes the world
state accordingly.

Since this framework is generally applicable, the simulation of the Sally-Anne
story was performed by the generative model itself. By subsequently setting the
goal observation equal to the subparts of the story, the model determined the op-
timal action given the current distributions over hidden states and observations.
This enactment by the algorithm is shown in Fig. 5.6. It becomes apparent,
that in the final step the hidden state distribution of the agent Sally does not
provide any information about action possibilities. Therefore, the inference of
an optimal action becomes impeded.

What will Sally do next?

The crucial question of this false-belief test is ”What will Sally do next?” As
an observer who has to answer this question, we usually do not have access to
the hidden state representation of Sally. Let us assume that Anne is asked the
above stated question. The generative model, as presented until now, has only
selected actions according to QXOwn({s}|o) for each agent X. For a prediction of
another agents action, we require QXOther({s}|o) but can use the same inferen-
tial processes as before. Problematic is now the prediction of Sally’s next action
since the approximation of her hidden state distribution is heavily influenced by
the Gaussian with mean µ = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1). If Anne would use this distri-
bution, she would most likely fail to make any concrete predictions. Therefore,
in order to increase her predictive power, she can apply two strategies.

Figure 5.6: The upper row demonstrates the feature representation of the world state
at each t, while the lower part represents the hidden state features of Sally and Anne
respectively. The hidden states are approximated by the mean vector µk of the Gaussian
with the highest weight pk at a given time point. The question marks in the final columns
have to be inferred by the observing agent.
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Firstly, as any concrete information at the current time point is missing, she
can replace the model of that Anne has of Sally QAnnOther({st}|ot) by her own
knowledge about the state of the world. Let us denote this strategy by the direct
mapping approach.

QAnnOther({st}|ot) = QAnnOwn({st}|ot). (5.19)

Secondly, since Anne has a memory of past affordances, she should make use
of this knowledge. Let τ be the index of the time point when Sally had last been
present

τ = maxt′ (t′ ∈ [1, ...t] : sOthert′,9 == 1|t′ < t). (5.20)
Instead of copying her own distribution, Anne can employ this past knowledge.
Let us call this strategy the past affordance approach. An approximation of
Sally’s current state distribution is in this case

QAnnOther({st}|ot) = QAnnOther({sτ}|oτ ). (5.21)

The prediction for both of these approaches follows the computations as
introduced above. In the following part I will present the resulting inferences of
the generative model.

5.4 Results
The generative model of optimal action selection and prediction that I have
developed in the previous sections was tested on a simulation of the Sally-Anne
test in order to show that socSMC signals are sufficient to predict in a false-belief
setting.

The whole simulation was run for N = 1000 trials for each condition, the di-
rect mapping approach and the past affordance approach. Due to the introduced
uncertainty of noise in the observations and the Gaussian distributions over hid-
den states, the action selection was not always optimal. Since the additional
noise served the purpose of making the simulation more realistic, this was only
to be expected. Trials in which the simulation did not complete the Sally-Anne
story until the decision problem is phrased were omitted and replaced by a new
trial until success.

The resulting predictions of the two approaches are presented in Fig. 5.7.
While the direct mapping approach predicted that Sally would take the marble
from box B in 89 % of all trials, the past affordance approach predicted that
Sally would look in box A in 91 % of all trials. Thus, only the later approach
was able to correctly infer Sally’s false belief about the actual location of the
marble.

5.5 Discussion of experiments
In this section I have presented a generative model approach towards action
selection and prediction. Based on the concept of past affordances, this technique
is highly influenced by the theory of SMCs. Instead of inferring beliefs and
desires, this method relies on the tracking of sensorimotor signals alone. The
model successfully infers Sally’s false belief about the location of the marble.
Comparing these results to the experimental results with children as shown in
Fig. 5.3, high resemblance becomes apparent. Following the pattern of autistic
children, the direct mapping approach does fail to detect the false belief. The
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Figure 5.7: Results of the Sally-Anne simulation. The direct mapping approach (left)
predicted that Sally would take the marble from box B in 89 % of all trials and look
into box A in 11 % of all trials. The past affordance tracking approach (right) on the
other hand inferred correctly in 91 % of all trials that Sally would look in box A and
mistook the location in only 9 % of all trials.

past affordance approach on the other hand matches closely to the results of the
remaining groups.

These results imply that seemingly high level social inferences can be accom-
plished with the help of sensorimotor signals and do not require computationally
heavy mental state inferences and belief tracking. Compared to other computa-
tional models of the false belief test, the presented generative model has several
advantages.

Firstly, this cognitive model is very general and can be applied in different
settings. The latent state structure allows for a representation that is indepen-
dent of the agent and makes predictions in a social context possible. Both the
approach presented in [20] and in [63] on the other hand, do not offer this possi-
bility. While the neural network approach [20] can adopt to any presented data,
it fails to model underlying dynamics and focuses on pure correlations. There-
fore, it will be less applicable in a real world setting. The Bayesian network [63]
developed by Goodman et al. is highly problem specific and does not allow for
a real world application.

Secondly, the presented approach models the dynamics of the interaction
over time, a fact that both the neural and the Bayesian network disregard.
However, social signalling is only possible in a dynamic embedding in which
context and interaction history are encoded. Therefore, it is of importance to
take the aspect of time into account. Accurate predictions can only be made if
important background information is employed.

Lastly, we have to consider why a false-belief test is passed by healthy but
failed by autistic children. Most likely it is not the case that autistic children
cannot learn a simple regression model of events in the world, as the neural
network suggests. Instead, while being impaired with respect to social cognition,
they often show high performance in other cognitive areas. Neither is it plausible
that autistic children fail because of missing belief and desire inferences as the
Bayesian network suggests. The problem is of a low-level nature and depends on
attention and memory. Discussions by parents to autistic children reveal that
they, who are nearest to the child, believe that these processing deficits have
a much higher effect than any belief inference. Without the ability to attend
to and memorize important social cues, no inferential machine or mind could
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possibly make correct predictions.
In conclusion, a sensorimotor approach to social intelligence is able to model

a phenomenon that has been explained by the theory of mind for decades. Con-
trary to the theory of mind, the representation level of a generative approach
does solely rely on action-perception contingencies and does not require mental
state representations and abstract inferences. This allows for fast and fluent
interaction.

5.6 Conclusions
Placing the experiment into the context of the thesis, computational models that
aim at explaining HHI are transferable to HRI. They offer a tool to translate
the findings of HHI research into a mathematical framework, well-suited for
robotics. False-belief inferences in a HRI context have been addressed by Alami
et. al. [51]. With help of Markov Decision Processes they model both the
robot’s and the co-actor’s belief states and combine this planning system with a
multi-agent dialogue system. The results show that the inclusion of the human
belief space leads to a more efficient and natural interaction. However, the
investigations are confined to the length of the interaction and do not offer
a deeper analysis of the system. In order to gain thorough understanding of
interaction between agents, the information flow and agreement among partners
need to be considered. Furthermore, shared representations, instead of separate
models for the human and the robot, might enhance the interaction and allow
the robot to model human actions in terms of its own embodiment.
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Chapter 6

Final thoughts

The main objective of this thesis was to study the sensorimotor foundations of
social interaction. This examination consisted of two parts. Firstly, I presented
state-of-the-art research in both human-human and human-robot interaction.
Secondly, I discussed how these findings can be combined into a coherent theory
of socSMCs that can be implemented in a robotic agent. Furthermore, in the
experimental part I demonstrated how these concepts can successfully be used
to solve high-level social scenarios which mostly are framed as representational
mental state inferences. In the remaining two sections I will summarize and
discuss the underlying dynamics of socSMCs and finalize this work with some
concluding remarks.

6.1 Discussion

Over the last couple of decades, research in AI has deviated from a symbolic
representation concerned with logic, knowledge and reasoning and opened for an
embodied view on intelligence. Nevertheless, most machine learning algorithms
rely on static data sets without online application which are explicitly gathered
by a human engineer and not actively sampled by the machine itself. Even
algorithms that are able to label images with natural language generators are
in fact not more than advanced regression machines, highly tuned towards the
data at hand, see upper row of Fig. 6.1.

While this approach towards computer science has been fruitful in the age of
big data, it will not show the same success-rate when it comes to human-machine
interaction on the fly. The reason for this is simple. While computer vision
can rely on high-definition images and natural language processing on immense
corpora and voice recordings, social interaction does not offer such a reliable
database. The internet is crowded with images and text, but everyday human-
human interaction will not be found as easily. Even if we turn the attention to
video data, the objects in the scene are easily modelled. But the motivation,
intentions, emotions, personal histories and social backgrounds of the acting
humans are hidden in a latent space that is hard to conceptualize and even
harder to implement in a machine, see lower row of Fig. 6.1. Still, we as
humans are able to detect, understand, emphasize and predict in social settings
with very high accuracy. Therefore, human-machine interaction is an area where
embodied cognition and sensorimotor contingencies can make a difference. Social
interaction does not imply a linear mapping between and input and an output
variable. Instead, it requires the decoding of latent features and the inference of
highly non-linear relations.
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Figure 6.1: The problem of human-machine interaction: The upper part represents the
general machine learning setting. The real world objects (a) are mapped onto a discrete
version of the world (b). An algorithm finds a discriminator that can be used to classify
the data (c). In the social setting, the observed data (e) can have multiple causes (d)
which are hidden to the machine. Therefore, the modelling is less straight forward (f).

Emergent coordination, as introduced in Sec. 2.1.1, and the associated dy-
namical systems theory of social interaction, discussed in Sec. 2.2.1, point to-
wards non-linearity even on the lowest level of communication. Most dynamical
systems are highly non-linear and cannot be implemented and simulated in a
computer. Thus, although this approach might explain some phenomena of
emergent coordination, the applicability of such systems in real world agents
is questionable. The apparent problems are only intensified when it comes to
planned coordination in Sec. 2.1.2. Action-perception mapping, described in
Sec. 2.2.2, gives an interesting approach towards these complicated systems.
The non-linearities are not circumvented but framed differently. A mapping
from the hidden states of a sending agent, e.g. the reason why someone is happy
as in Fig. 6.1 is mapped onto its embodiment. The receiving agent maps this
observation onto its own embodiment and can extract what hidden causes might
underlie the observations at hand. Thus, a hierarchical structure of mappings
becomes apparent in which each level can be learned separately. When an in-
dividual mapping from environment to body configuration to motivation and
intention has been established, a mapping between embodiments can be learned
and inferences about others internal models can be made. In conclusion, non-
linearities are not eliminated by this theory but decomposed into manageable
subparts.

Embodied or representational - the symbolic gap

Defenders of embodied intelligence at the extreme are against any form of
representation and model learning. In their understanding, sensory input is di-
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rectly mapped to motor output - where the only information processing involved
is the correlation mapping between the two signals. The world is to be under-
stood by SMCs and not to be represented by internal models of the environment.
Can this theory account for social interaction? After all, we associate concepts
like beliefs, desires, intentions, knowledge and memory with social cognition,
which all are part of more representational or symbolic theories. Simultane-
ously, when using probabilistic models for SMC learning, many of the concepts
are related to exactly such representations. Probabilistic terminology includes
terms such as prior beliefs, inferring hidden causes and detecting structure and
features in the data. Furthermore, probabilistic networks such as Bayesian net-
works, HMM and POMDP are highly used in the robotics community to achieve
embodied systems. Thus, non-symbolic, non-representational intelligence with-
out any modelling seems infeasible. In order to implement an intelligent agent,
we always need to make modelling assumptions. Information needs to be pro-
cessed in one way or the other which implies that models are inevitable. Even
SMCs are only a conceptual modelling approach. The only difference to classical
AI is the fact that the world is not represented by symbols but by correlations
and distributions and that cognition is not pure logical symbol manipulation but
probabilistic inference.

Most work in this thesis focused on non-verbal communication. This was
mainly due to the high discrepancy between language and the SMC approach.
Language is of a symbolic form of communication and does therefore not fit into
the framework of socSMCs. What often is less emphasized is that even language
is an embodied form of communication. The action of talking when perceived
by the auditory channels of a listener is processed and results in a reactive
effect such as answering, looking, laughing, handing over a requested object, etc.
Nevertheless, literature on SMCs and verbal communication is separated by the
symbolic gap - by the gap between pure symbolic representation and only pure
embodied correlations.

Why did language evolve if not because we are in the need for a symbolic
representation? It might have evolved because it is a sufficient means to overcome
the non-linearities of interaction as discussed above. Instead of a direct mapping
between embodiments, language serves as a common ground of understanding
that can facilitate communication beyond gestures and facial expressions. The
phrase ”I am happy.” might express a multitude of feelings and memories that
together result in this utterance. A listener cannot possibly know all these hidden

Figure 6.2: Mathematical notation is nothing but a tool to communicate abstract con-
cepts. An interpretation close to the embodiment of the observer, such as a drawing in
2D or bode gestures help to teach the intuition behind the symbolism.
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reasons but has an understanding of the mapping from the word to his or her
own feelings and memories. Thus, the semantic meaning of a word is embodied,
while the word itself is a symbol that is used to transfer information.

Similarly, mathematics is only a symbolic language that we use to map ab-
stract concepts and infinite-dimensional spaces onto a piece of paper such that
we communicate our understanding to others. While this symbolic language is
coherent in its definitions and relations, the semantic meaning of the symbols
lies in the interpretation of the observer. The reason why mathematics is taught
by visualizing geometric relations in 2D and 3D is that a teacher tries to give the
students an embodied understanding and intuition of the symbols and equations,
see Fig. 6.2. Thus, symbolism that is grounded in the environment and embod-
iment does not oppose SMC approaches but can be understood as a means of
communication.

While the discussion above is of abstract, philosophical nature, it has im-
plications for the fields of AI and robotics. When interacting with a human, a
robotic agent needs to be more than a mere action-percept-correlator. Instead,
it needs to be endowed with embodied interpretations of human action that are
based on its own internal models. As long as representations are grounded in the
environment and the robot itself, this is still in the spirit of socSMCs. Taking the
generative model developed in Sec. 5 as an example, the main difference between
the theory of mind and a socSMC approach is the level of representation. As-
pects such as affordances are representations grounded in the environment and
the embodiment of the agent. Mental states on the other hand represent a men-
tal conceptualization of the current and preferred state of the world. Arguably,
in the false-belief test as presented here, this representational issue has only a
slight impact. As the two other computational models of this phenomenon, [20]
and [63], showed, even simplistic world state correlations can yield the same
results. However, the scalability, flexibility and adaptivity of an embodied ap-
proach renders world state and mental state representations infeasible.

To be one step ahead

An additional advantage of the use of socSMCs in HRI is the increased ca-
pability of the system to make predictions. As discussed in the introduction, see
Sec. 1.2, a substantial part of human adaptivity and ability to react in time is
the predictive machinery in our brains. To predict others and be predicted by
others is the foundation of human social interaction. With the work in HHI and
HRI that I presented in the first part of this thesis in mind, we see that mu-
tual prediction is a reoccurring phenomenon in both research areas. The main
motivation for predictive coding is that agents need to think one step ahead in
order to react in time and allow for a fluent interaction. In classical AI, the need
of a look into the future has been recognized early on. General game playing
algorithms such as Minimax or the related Alpha-Beta pruning build on the
idea of look-ahead. The deeper the future game state tree can be examined, the
better is the chance of finding a near to optimal move. But while e.g. chess
has been mastered by heuristics and sharp implementations with for example
end-state datatbases, this state representation and evaluation is not sufficient
for HRI. Here, the branching factor of a game tree is simply too high to take
any move into account. Instead, pattern recognition of local features might help
to predict future moves. While the actual action space of a human might be
infinite, specific patterns and environmental factors can facilitate prediction at
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any point in time. A SMC framework can help to ground these patterns in the
environment and limit the action space of the human to a feasible search space.

In order to predict accurately however, the robot needs to have a systematic
understanding of human body language and gesture signalling, i.e. it needs to be
able to extract salient information from its sensory channels and to decipher the
meaning of these signals. If a well-tuned mapping between human and robotic
embodiment has been learned, this is less of a problem. But the extraction of
such a mapping from a 2D image of a human body to the joint positions of
the robot seems to be problematic. Therefore, shared latent spaces in which
movements of both agents are encoded and from which one can map to the
respective embodiments are a tractable solution. In the brain, mirror neurons
have been suggested to fulfil exactly this function. Inspired by this view, action-
perception mapping might be the key to active collaboration between humans
and robots. If the robot is thinking one step ahead, it can adapt to human
actions and still contribute actively to the task by making decisions with the
human in mind.

While methods such as active inference can increase the predictable power of
a robot, their realization has still to be made computationally feasible. Approx-
imate inference with help of Monte Carlo and variational algorithms are limited
by time and computational resources. Therefore, it is important to design mod-
els that can make use of as much information provided by the environment and
prior beliefs as possible. By confining the search space, state-of-the-art inference
methods can be applied to determine optimal actions and predictions.

6.2 Conclusion
The importance of research in Human-Robot interaction is growing the more
technology is integrated into our everyday life. In contrast to mobile phones and
computers, robots are embodied which implies that they can actively change
the environment and are perceived differently by human users. While both cog-
nitive science and robotics have focused mainly on the study of the individual
mind, social interaction between agents has received increasing attention. The
complexity that arises due to the interaction between agents goes beyond the
problems that are faced when interacting with the physical world. Dynamics
and emergent behaviour complicate the implementation of intelligent agents in
a social setting. Since an embodied approach to HRI grounds the interaction
in the environment and the signalling between agents, socSMCs present a pos-
sible direction of successful HRI. Aspects such as active inference, shared latent
spaces and prediction centred frameworks can help to overcome the differences
of humans and robots and enable collaboration on an eye-to-eye level. In conclu-
sion, many concepts from psychological and neuroscientific research have been
successfully applied to HRI and open new research questions for computer sci-
ence and robotics. An embodied view based on socSMCs can be the basis for
natural Human-Robot interaction clearing the way for robotic applications in
our everyday life.
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